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The Board of Directors of the Murray Comprehensive Care Center shown are Boyd Norsworthy, A. W. Simmons,
Jr., Lowell Palmer, Billie Downing, Mrs. Jim Hart, Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. Harold Hurt, and Fred Phillips. Other board
members are Sid Easley, Sue Outland, Keith Hayes, Tom Downing, and Max Hurt.
Mental Health Group Sets R. L. Cooper Named
Treasurer Of State
Weekend Member Drive Health Association
The Mental Health Association
nationwide is preparing a major
membership drive for the weekend of
May 14-16, announced today by Sid
Easley, president of the local Mental
Health Association. ,
The membershipl-driVels- centered
around the Friday night, May 14, ABC
television showing of "Return to
Earth." This special TV film tells the
story of astronaut Buzz Aldrin's bout
with mental depression following his
historic first moon landing Aldriri later
became a National Cahirman and
Board Member of the Mental Health
Association.
The Murray Mental Health Board
will be joining with other chapters
across the country in a drive to increase
their ranks and affectiveness in
working for better mental health ser-
vices. The association is also concerned
with mental health education, as well
as information and referral.
Those wishing to join and support the
Mental Health Association should mail
contributions to Murray Com-
prehensive Care Center, c-o Mrs. Sam
Bell, Route 4, Murray.
The 12th Annual Chat-My Ball to be
held June 5 is dunating all proceeds to
Mental Health. Tickets which are $30
and are tax deductible may be obtained
by calling Jennye Smock 753-6094 or
Annette Alexander 753-3827.
Drug Education Council
Hears Report On Center
David Cooper, senior alcohol coun-
selor at the Joseph L. Friedman Sub-
stance Abuse Center in Paducah, was
the guest speaker at the annual dinner
meeting of the Calloway County Council
on Drug Education held last night.
Cooper explained to the local group
several aspects of the new center in
Paducah, which provides both five day
"sobering up, coming down," and 30-
day resident programs for residents of
Hearing Set On
Condemnation Suit
A hearing has been scheduled for 1:30
p. m. Friday in the Circuit Court of
James M. Lassiter to consider con-
demnation suit being brought by the
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board.
The suit will seek to justify taking the
land of Jerry Bibb for proposed im-
provements and expansion at the
airport.
the nine counties in the Purchase area.
The center, which has been open
since March 1, also maintains a 24-hour
crisis counsel line with a toll free
number for the Purchase area.
The five day program is a non-
hospital detoxification facility which _
provides alcoholics, drug addicts, or
victims of other substance abuse an
accepting environment, sanctuary-type
atmosphere for sobering up or corning
down, Cooper told the group here.
The center has a capacity for 15
persons, and maintains an average of
nine to ten clients.
Funding comes from state, local and
federal sources, as well as patient fees.
Fees at the center are based on the
ability to pay, and range from $1 to 2.35
per day.
The center employes 14 persons, and
has served about 40 persons since
opening. About three-fourths of these
have been alcohol-related cases,
Cooper said.
WINS BM-a-Darrell Overby (left) won a 10-speed Cherry Racing bike
from Spoke & Pedal for turning in the most money in the recent Cystic
fibrosis log-Bike-A -Thon. Presenting the bike to Overby is Tommy Starks,
owner of Spoke & Pedal, who sold the bike at below dealers cost. Money
---fortter bike was,dorratert by Peoples Bank and the Bank of Murray. A com-
plete list of all the ;Mae winners is on page lb of toddy's Murray. ledger'
e Times.
R. L. Cooper of Murray has been




of home health care, services
throughout the state and educates the
public about the availability col these
services. t.
Other elected officers are:
Helen Shear of Louisville, president
Linda Madden of Manchester, vice
president; and Ann Barlow of Ricta
mond, secretary.




Earl Redmon, of Calloway County,
was fined $114.50 after pleading guilty
to a charge of possession of alcoholic
beverages for purposes of sale, ac-
cording to the office of County Judge
Robert 0. Miller.
The approximately 40 cases of beer
were confiscated in a raid made
recently by the Calloway County
Sheriff's office. Twenty cases of the
beer were returned to Frank Windt, and
15 cases were returned to Redmon after
it was determined that it was their
personal stock. The remainder are to be
given to the Calloway County Jailer for
destruction according to law, according
to the judge's office.
In other action, the judge fined Ricky
King, Ramona Dunn and Ross King
$114.50 each for possession of wild game
out of season. Also in connection with
that incident, in which a doe was
allegedly killed out of season, charges





Henry County Judge Dick Jerman
Monday set Sept. 14 as the trial date for
Jimmy W. Colsen, a Hazel, Ky., con-
struction worker charged with first
degree murder in the March 8 death of
Rodger Dale Moon. '
Jerman also granted four routine
defense motions submitted by Colsen's
attorney, Julian Guinn. Colsen is
charged with striking Moon on the head
with a pool stick during a disturbance
at the Burger Bar near Paris Landing.
Moon died, in Jackson-Madison County
hospital several days following the
incident.
Motions -Jerman granted included
allowing Guinn knowledge of any
agreement entered into by the district
See Trial, Page 14
Sunny and Mild
Mostly sunny and mild today, high in
the low to mid 70s Increasing
cloudiness and cool tonight, low in the
low to mid 50s Variable cloudiness with
chance of showers and thundershowers
Thursday, hi in the mid 70s. Friday
mostly cloudy with chance of
and thundershowers.







Ronald Reagan has scored another
key triumph in his quest for the
Republican presidential nomination,
but President Ford has come up with a
victory of his own. Frank Church,
meanwhile, has scored an upset in his
Democratic primary debut.
Reagan continued his recent string of
successes by capturing Tuesday's
Nebraska primary, his second victory
.outside the Southern and Southwestern
states that are supposed to be his
strongholds. Ford, however, gained a
split on the day by winning decisively in
West Virginia.
Church, running in his first primary,
upset Jimmy Carter in Nebraska and
provided some hope for Democrats who
want to stop the former Georgia
governor from lweeping to the
nomination. Carter won the party-run
primary in Connecticut, but by a
narrow margin over Rep. Morris K.
Udall.
In the day's other Democratic con-
test, Sen. Robert C. Byrd, a favorite
r son, won in West Virginia with almost
90 per cent of the vote over Alabama
Gov. George C. Wallace, the only other
candidate on the baflot.
These were the figures in the key
races:
In Nebraska, with 97 per cent of the
vote counted, Reagan had 110,846 votes,
or 54 per cent, to 92,833 or 46 per cent,
for Ford. In the separate race for the
state's 25 nominating delegates,
Reagan led for 17 and Ford for eight
with 91 per cent of the vote in.
City School Board
To Meet Thursday
The Murray City Board of Education
will meet Thursday at the board office
at seven p. m., according to Fred
Schultz, Superintendent.
Included on the agenda, in addition to
routine items, are a report on school
study from Margaret Franklin; the
recommendation of the budget com-
mittee; a recommendation on the
school calendar; staff recom-
mendations and the superintendent's
report.
In West Virginia, with 80 per cent of
the vote counted, Ford had 67,467, or 56
per cent, to 52,201, or 44 per cent, for
Reagan. The race for the 28 delegates
was separate and they are by law
nominally uncommitted.
In the Nebraska Democratic race,
with 97 per cent of the vote, Church had
66,693 or 39 per cent of the votes to
64,810 or 38 per cent, for Carter. Church
led for 15 delegates to eight for the
former Georgia governor with 63 per
cent of the count in. Nebraska has 23
Democratic delegates.
In the party-run Connecticut
primary, Carter finished with 35,415
votes or 33 per cent to 32,959, or 31 per
cent, for Udall. Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
of Washington, who was backed by Gov.
Ella Grasso and many party leaders,
was third with 18,632.
Connecticut's 51 nominating
delegates will be chosen later under a
complex system of apportionment.
Tuesday's results project out to 17 for
Carter, 15 for Udall,-5 for Jackson and
the rest uncommitted, but that could
easily change.
In West Virginia, with 79 per cent of
the vote counted, Byrd had 246,601 or 89
per cent to 31,968 or 11 per cent for
Wallace.
Nancy Adams, left, and Sophie Sagrera, two of the chairmen of the Gar-
den Fair to be held Saturday, May 15, from nine a.m. to one p.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House, pot plants for the Fair. The event is being
sponsored by the Gorden Department of the club. Other chairmen are Bir-
die Gingies, Virginia Henry, Beryl Whaley, Lillian Graves, Lottie Key, and
Mary Hamilton. Included in the fair will be crafts, cuttings, seedlings, foods,
fresh produce, fresh flowers, and white elephant items to be sold. A Bicen-
tennial table for antioues will also be shown. The public is urged to attend
the fair on Saturday, according to the general chairmen, Margaret Vaughn
and t aura Galloway. Refreshments will be served.
Local Hospital Recognized By
Joint Accreditation Commission
As an accredited hospital, Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and Con-
valescent Division has _ received
recognition from the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Hospitals 1JCAH/
in observance of National Hospital
Week, May 9-15, 1976. The letter of
commendation, signed by John D.
Porterfield, M.D., Director of the Joint
Commission, contained the following:
"The Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Hospitals commends
your hospital for striving to deliver the
optimum in health care to the com-
munity. Your participation in the
process of voluntary accreditation is an
expression of a professionally
motivated comrnitment to deliver a
high quality of patient care. The fact
that you are accredited is evidence that
your efforts toward this' goal are suc-
cessful."
Accreditation is awarded to hospitals
that are found to be in substantial
compliance with the Joint Com-
mission's high standards for the quality
of patient care provided. The standards
are considered to be optimal achievable
and represent goals of excellence
against which a facility can measure
itself and be measured by the Joint
Commission's accreditation survey
team.
Voluntary accreditation has made a
significant contribution to this coun-
try's unmatched excellence in health
care. It continues the American
tradition of self-reliance and it supports
the belief that positive motivation is the
most effective impetus to change.
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4
celebrating its 25th anniversary during
America's Bicentennial year, was
founded in 1951 by its present member
Organizations: the American College of
Surgeons, the American College of
Physicians, the American Hospital
Association and the American Medical
Association. In addition to the Hospital
Accreditation Program, the Joint
Commission has established ac-
creditation councils for psychiatric
facilities, long term care facilities,
facilities for the mentally retarded, and
ambulatory health care facilities.
,
--
Ac one of the spei ial activities during National Nursing Home Week, the
patients in the Convalescent Division of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
cent out "balloon messages." Twenty-ox balloons, each containing the
name of a patient were released Monday "We hope that anyone who fin-
ds one of the balloons will write to or visit the patient,- hianita Spiceland,
activity director for the Convalescent Division, said. Pictured above are
Mrs. Sok:eland (baeicgtolititfr and itie-patiems of thr-Crerrvaievrent +firkins,
of .Murray-Calloway County Hospital releasing the fiun, balloons..
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June Wedding Planned
Miss Jane Scarbrough
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Scarbrough of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Jane, to Frank Page, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Page of Allen-
sville.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Olmstead High School. She
received her Bachelor of Science and Master's Degrees from
Western Kentucky University. She is presently teaching at
Thruston Elementary, Daviess County.
Mr. Page is a graduate of Olmstead High School and at-
tended Austin Peay University. He served in the United States
Air Force, and is presently employed by the United States
Postal Service in Bowling Green.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 19, at two
pin, at the Pleasant Grove Baptist Church, Owensboro. All




The piano students of Mrs.
John C. Winter presented a
program of piano music for a
large group of parents,
grandparents and friends on
Sunday afternoon at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Students at all levels, from
elementary, through in-
termediate to advanced
levels, participated in the
demonstration of their
musical progress.
The music was divided into
four parts: "It's Spring ! ; " "A
Bow to the Bicentennial:"
,71"Musical Travel;" and "Some
Masters Old and New
Following the presentation
of awards, informal refresh-
ments were enjoyed by the
group.
Those playing were Margy
Burchfield, Yvonne Jones,







Teresa Ford, Eric Miller,
Carrie Rye, Lisa Russell,
Kathy Walston, Mary Ann
Gordon, Kellie Overbey,
Claire Bell, Jennie Smith,
Karen Brandon, Gaye Gar-
dner, Karen Turner, and Lisa
Winters.







VAN am THE LEER
STRANGER, AND THE
40- GUNFIGHTER
7 25.9 . 15 I
Ends Tonite
Old Dracula
7 25. 9 10
Starts Thurs.








Bobby Jo and The Outlaw
7:20, 8:55 I
Starts Thurs.
They soarect korn the skes to stage
the mosi danng rescue ever tened'
[et
















Baby Girl Harris (mother
Gwen), Rt. 3, Benton, Baby
Girl Gillium _(,mother Bar-
bara), Rt. 1, Box 195, Kirksey,
Baby Girl Call (mother
Brenda), Rt. 2, Box 259,
Murray, Baby Girl Mott
(mother Rebbecca), No. 87
Coach Est., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jimmie D. Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Norma J. Pit-
tman, Rt. 1, Box 399, Mayfield,
Carl W. Ellis, Rt. 8, North
Hills, Murray, Mrs. Nedra G.
Blankenship and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Betty J. Stephenson, P.O. Box
1, Paris, Tn., Miss Carrie E.
Beale, 306 S. 5th., Murray,
George M. Black, Rt. 6, Box
94, Murray, Mrs. Thelma G.
Harper, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
Barbara Grace, Rt. 4,
Woodland Hill, Cadiz, James
S. McCarty, Box 297, Tenn.
Ridge, In., Mrs. Mabel G.
Denornme, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Gusta L Leach, Gen.
Del., Almo, Mrs. Estella Ross,
Gen. Del., Hardin, Mrs.
Maggie Stubblefield, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jesse T. Huddleston,
Rt. 1, Cerulean, Mrs. Eula P.
Gilbert, Fern Terrace Ldg.,
Murray, John J. Garland, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Vernie
Howard, 1415 Vine, Murray,
Ota T. Stalls, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Mary L. Salentine, Rt. 3,
Box 256, Murray, Orville E.
Boyd, 1704 W. Olive, Murray,






Baby Boy Kollias (mother
Vickie), 506 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Kimbro
(mother Ann), Rt. 5, Murray,
Baby Boy Jones (mother
Nelda), Rt. 1, Benton, Baby
Girl Walston (mother
Sharon), 104 Williams Ave.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Helen Farmer, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy
Allen, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Mary Dowdy, Rt. 8, Box 73,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Lowe, Rt.
2, Hazel, Mrs. Janet Arnold,
Rt. 1, Box 41, Murray, Miss
Tina Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Susanne Doyle, 103 S.
14th St., Murray, Mrs. Evelyn
Oliver, 805 N. 24th St.,
Paducah, Mrs. Edan Futrell,
713 S. 4th St., Murray, Mrs.
Diana Williams, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Dawn Hornsby,
813 Olive St., Murray, Wayne
Jones, 312 S. 13th St., Murray,
Alben Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Pamela Fenn, Rt. 2, Box
119, Paris, Tenn., Dennis
Daniel, Gen. Del. Murray,
Mrs. Aline Jackson, 807 Hurt,
Murray, Mrs. Hattie Paschall,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Gladys
Brown, 405 S. 2nd. St.,
Murray, Fred Dick, Rt. 4,
Murray, Ray Cobb, Rt. 1, Box
173, Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Hontas Boyd, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray, Bernie
Adams, Rt. 4, Murray,
Lassiter Hill, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Sam Houston Boyd, Rt. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Eula Paschall,
Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs. Mary
Brown (expired), Hardin.
e






Mrs. Peggy N. Bridwell,
Route 2, Box 212, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia L. Cox, Route 3,
Cadiz, Miss Tammy Lynn
Boone, Route 7, Box 9,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara E.
Atkins, 300 South 11th,
Murray, Mrs. Blanche E.
Norton, Route 1, Box 86,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Lucille
Ross, 109 North 7th, Murray,
William C. Nall, 1706 Ryan,
Murray, J. B. Taylor, 1104
South 16th St., Murray,
Calvert Harris, Route 2,
Hazel, Clyde Farris, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mattie Buster,
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Shirley
R. Buchanan and Baby Boy,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Vanessa Joy Mott and Baby
Girl, Coach Estates A7,
Murray, Mrs. Debra June
Jones and Baby Girl, Route 1,
Alm°, Mrs. Debbie K. Grogan,
Route 3, Box 371 B, Murray,
Roosevelt Paschall, Route 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Alma Lee
Tracy, 1704 Ryan Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Emma Gaddie,
Box 72, Arlington, Mrs. Faye
Henderson, Route 3, Mayfield.
In Hindu mythology the
afterworld has 28 divisions,
including one in which peo
pie are required to eat cake
A few drops of oil of cinna-
mon or oil of lemon in the
vacuum cleaner bag can give
the whole house a good smell
every time you vacuum.
Miss Charolette Gale Ahart
and Bobby Thomas Lowe
Mr. and Mrs. William Albert Ahart of Dexter Route One an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Charolette Gale, to Bobby Thomas Lowe,
son of Mrs. Anne Lowe of Paris, Term.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School
and is presently employed at Thoroughbred Drive-Inn
Restaurant, Murray. $e is the granddaughter of Frannie
Scott of Dexter.
Mr. Lowe is a 1974 graduate of Henry County High School,
Paris, Term. He is presently employed at Lingli Corporation,
Paris.
The yard wedding will be solemnized on Friday, May 21, at
6:30 p.m. at the home of the bride-elect's uncle, Herman Ahart
of Dexter Route One. The ceremony will be performed by Rev.
Richard Henderickson of the West-Wood Pentecostal Church
of God, Paris, Term.
No invitations are being sent and all relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception,
Helen Spann At Special Coffee Held, Mayfield
A coffee was held Sunday,
May 2, at the Holiday Inn,
Mayfield, to honor the Ken-
tucky Counties Chairpersons,
VIP Panelist, Poster Child,
and the Religious Chairman
for the 1976 KFVS Celebrity,
Telethon for Cerebral Palsy.
A presentation was made by
Peggy King, Executive
Director, United Cerebral
Palsy of Kentucky. UCP of
Kentucky is the advocate for
all cerebral palsied persons in
the State of Kentucky. This 
advocacy begins at infancy
and continues during the
lifetime of the individual. The
service functions of UCP of
FTITS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. David Fitts of
1509 Sycamore Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Matthew David,
weighing four pounds fifteen
ounces, born on Wednesday,
May 5, at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
They have one daughter,
Carrie Beth, age ISS, The
father is employed as a
somputer analyst at Murray
State University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Beauton Fitts of Murray






































presentation, the film, "Like
Other People" was viewed by
the Guests of Honor,
Those being honored were:
Jenny Darlene Collins, Poster
Child; Sharon Ruoff,
McCracken County; Nancy
Carol Crick, Graves County;
Helen Spann, Calloway
County; Carol Capps, Mar-
shall County; Butch
Desjardin, Fulton County; Dot
House, Hickman County; Mrs.
Ed Mahan, Livingston
County; Eugene Denny, Lyon
County; Mr. Dick
Throgmorton, VIP Panelist;
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Miss Debra Graves Honored At
Shower Held, Community Room
Miss Debra Joan Graves,
bride-elect of Terry Doss, was
the honoree at a bridal shower
held on Tuesday, May 4, at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
Building.
Receiving the guests were
Miss Graves, her mother,
Mrs. Joseph Graves, and her
future mother-in-law, Mrs.
William Doss. The honoree
wore a dress of pale yellow
and was presented a corsage
of yellow carnations by the
hostesses, Mrs. Joe Wimberly
and Mrs. Noble Knight.
The bride-elect opened her
gifts which were displayed on
a table covered with yellow
net over a white cloth draped
and caught up with nosegays
of daisies.
Refreshments of punch,
cake, nuts, and mints were
served in cut glass ap-
pointments at the table
covered with a white lace




Danny Hudspeth of Murray
received the Associate o' Arts
Degree in the first graduating
class at East Arkansas
Community College, Forrest
City, Ark., on Friday, May 7.
Dr. Bob Riley, professor of
political science at Ouachita
Baptist University and former
Lieutenant Governor of the
state of Arkansas, was the
commencement speaker.
Hudspeth is a graduate of
Murray High School.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Harold Nance of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Boyce West of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
centerpiece of pastel yellow,
green, and white daisies
arranged in an antique cut
glass compote. The honoree's
color scheme of yellow and







Miss Phyllis Ann Turner
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H
M. Turner of Murray Route
Two, will receive her bachelor
of science degree in speect.
education from Bob Jones
University, Greenville, S. C
at the 49th annual convocation
to be held May 26.
The Murray girl is a
member of Theta Mu Theta
Literary, Society. Dr. Bob
Jones III is president of the
university. Dr. W. E. Dowell,
president of Baptist Bible
College, Springfield, Mo., will
be the baccalaureate speaker
Thomas
II -
fir.urs 10:00 to 5:00
Mon.-Fri.
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MEAT VALUES
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Man Off the Road
By Abigail Van Buren
c 19'b b, Ch.ago 1 /.buneS Moms Sf
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a sales executive with a
very large company that has hundreds of men on the road.ss
He worked his way up from the ranks, enjoys his work and
makes excellent money. The problem: He's gone more than
he's home.
Our children are teenagers, and they need him home,
Abby. I am also very lonely when he's away, and although
friends invite me out, I don't enjoy going places without
him.
I know that my husband is working hard to give his
family all the material advantages that money can buy, but
what good are they if the family is apart during these
important years?
Would it be a mistake for me to talk to the wife of the
company president and ask her to use her influences to take
my husband off the road and keep him in the office in an
executive capacity? Both she and her husband think a lot of
me.
UNHAPPY WIFE
DEAR UNHAPPY: Please don't ask the company
president's wife to take your husband off the road! I That
would be like scalping a man to get rid of his dandruff.)
Level with your husband about your feelings, but keep it
strictly between yourselves.
DEAR ABBY: I went steady with Burton for six months,
and then we broke up. Since then, I have heard that Burton
has been bad-mouthing me to all my friends. Abby, I never
gave him anything more than a goodnight kiss at the door.
but he's going around telling everyone that he quit me
because he got all he wanted'
MURIEL
DEAR MURIEL: Maybe that's all he wanted.
DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago I sent my niece, whom I
shall call "Jane," a very handsome and expensive Oriental
bowl for a wedding gift.
I purchased the gift at a store where Jane never shops
because she dislikes the owner.
When Jane received the gift, she phoned to tell me how
much she liked it. A few days later I received the identical
bowl from her with the following note: "For your new home
We liked it so much, we bought the same thing for you."
Abby, do you believe that Jane bought another bowl
exactly like the one I sent? Or do you think it was the same
bowl?
SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUS: You know Jane better than I do In any
case, why complain? At least you received a house gift you
truly like.
DEAR ABBY: Is it possible for a man to make a woman
desire him without any desire whatsoever on his part?
DEAR E Yes Entertainers have this effect on some
women.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped. self addressed envelope, please.
Bridal Events Given In Honor
Of Miss Dana Ward Puckett
Miss Dana Ward Puckett,
daughter of Mr. and' Mrs.
Sonny Puckett of Fulton. May
15th bride-elect of John Reed
Quertermous, son of John C.
Quertermous, M. D., and Mrs.
Quertermous of Murray, was
the honoree at two bridal
events held recently.
A Champagne Brunch was
held at the home of Mrs.
Warren Tucker of Louisville.
The brunch wa4served buffet




sweetheart roses and shasta
daisies.
The guests were served
mushroom eggs a Is grecque,
chicken breasts sauteed in
wine, fresh fruit compote, and
an assortment of individual
French pastries.
A coffee was held at The
Barn Restaurant, Fulton, on
April 10, with more than one
'hundred guests calling bet-
a/men the hours of ten a. m.
and twelve noon
The honoree wore a green
silk dress accented with a
multi-colored scarf and was
presented a pewter cheese
dish by the hostesses.
The serving table was
coverd with a lace cloth over
pink and was centered with a
crystal bowl filled with pink
azaleas. The individual tables
held crystal vases filled with
pink dogwood. Sausage balls,
finger sandwiches, assorted
homemade cookies, coffee,
and hot punch were served.
Presiding at the silver
service were Mrs. Elizabeth
Cop len, aunt of the bride-elect,
and Mrs. Bill Holland, great
aunt of the bride-elect. Mrs.
Jim Owens, aunt of the
honoree, was at the guest
register. Mrs. William Ward,
aunt of the bride-elect, and
Mrs. Bill Fenwick, cousin of
the honoree, were also
hostesses.
Special guests were Mrs.
Sonny Puckett, mother of the
bride-elect, Mrs. John Charles
Quertermous of Murray,
mother of the groom-elect,













Mrs. Wally Montgomery of Paducah, second right, installed the new officers and spoke at the luncheon meeting
of the Auxiliary to the Calloway County Medical Society held on Friday, May 7, on the Murray State University cam-
pus. Mrs. Montgomery is president of the Auxiliary to the Kentucky Medical Association. New officers pictured, left
to right, are Mrs. David Barrett. secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Bailey Binford, vice-president, Mrs. Donald Hughes,
president-elect, Mrs. Hal Houston, president, Mrs. Montgomery and Mrs. Gary Marquardt, past president.
Staff Photo tyv Davod Hit




Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall. Call
Wally Swan for information.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
-Hannah with Mrs. James
Stahler, Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. John E. Fortin, and
Wesleyan, all at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 13
Youth Choir from Mun-
fordville Baptist Church will
present a musical at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at eight p.m. with Bob Reeder
as director.
Independence United
Methodist Church Men and
Women will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and
Murray Council No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six
p.m.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Dexter
Community Center at 9:30
a. m.
Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will meet at the
home of Eunice Shekell at 1:30
p.m.
Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at
First Christian Church at 730
p.m.
Murray Middle School PTO
will meet at the school
auditorium at seven p.m.
Hazel and New Concord
Senior Citizens will have a
joint potuluck luncheon and
outing at Paris Landing State
Park at 11:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens with a sack
lunch at noon and table games
at one p.m.
Friday, May 14
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at seven p.m. at the riding
pen.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
to North Central and down-
town will be at 9:30 a.m. and




Center will be at nine a.m.
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs Ivan
Outland at 1:30 p.m.
Discovery Walk will start at
Center Station, land Between
the Lakes at 5:30 p.m
Golden Age Club will meet
at twelve noon at the First
__United Methodist Church..
Saturday, May 15
Garden Fair of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be at the
club house from nine a.m. to
one p.m.
Society Horse Show,
sponsored by Sigma Depar-
tment, Murray Woman's Club,
and Murray Rotary Club, will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Livestock Show and
Exhibition Center, MSU,
located on College Farm
Road.
Stream Stroll will start at
Jenny Ridge Picnic Area,
Land Between the Lakes at
ten a.m.
Slide presentation of
Endangered Species will be at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
have a fellowship meeting at
the church at seven p. in A
basket dinner will be served
Calloway County Freed-
Hardeman Associates will
have a rummage sale at Bel
Air Shopping Center at eight
a. m.
Donna Jones and Larry Stinson
Are Honored At Bridal Events
Donna Jones and Larry
Stinson, who will be married
June 5, were honored with an
Open House by Dr. and Mrs. S.
M. Matarazzo, Dr. and Mrs.
William Ryan and Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Flood.
Guests were invited to the
gracious home of the
Matarazzo's and were
received by the hostesses,
Donna Jones, Dr. and Mrs.
Jones and Mr. Stinson.
Garden flowers and roses
were used throughout the
house and on the serving
table. Miss Jones was
presented a daisy corsage and
Mr Stinson a daisy bout-
toruere.
On Wednesday friends of
Noes Jones were entertained
,,ast a Snagria Party at the
tiorne of Mrs. John Bar-
thnlomy on Loch Lomond.
Hostesses for this event were
Mrs. Joe Prince, Mrs. John
13artholorny and Mrs. Max
Brandon.
An informal arrangement of
greenery was used on the
serving table with the many
varieties of cheeses for
sampling. Sally Matarazzo
and Jana Jones kept the guest




Fulton honored Miss Jones
"Pictures Of Fashions" Theme
Of Calloway FHA Style Show
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America held
its annual style show at the
school gym on April 20.
The theme for the event was
"Pictures of Fashions." The
stage was covered with a
black backdrop and decorated
with movie posters and a
ticket booth. -
Leslie Crisp, a home
economic student teacher at





received both his Bachelor's
and Master's of Music
Education degrees from
Murray State University and
taught here on a graduate
teaching assistantship,
received a Master of Music
Degree in trumpet at the May
9th commencement exercises
at the University of Louisville
School of Music.
Neathamer is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Neathamer
of Drakesboro. He started
playing trumpet in the fifth
grade and won the annual
music award at the
Drakesboro High School when
he graduated in 1968. At
Murray State he played in the
concert band, brass choir, jazz
band, and student brass
quintet.
The recent graduate is a
member of Phi Mu Alpha
honorary music fraternity He
taught at Jefferson Davis
State Junior College. Brewton.
Ala., before enrolling at the
Universityof,Louisville
program, stage and was the
announcer.
The girls modeled clothing
which they had made in home
economics classes as well as
those made as home projects
Skirts, blouses, dresses,
pants, shorts, and jackets
were only a few of the many




several songs. She was ac-
companied by Joni Tidwell.
The girls that modeled were
Sherry Haley, Vicki
Carraway, Peggy Potts, Jan
Potts, Gail Srnotherma.n, Tens
Eldridge, Clara Adams, Linda
Davis, Lisa Murdock, Regina
Bean, Rita Edwards, Renee




Ruby Lane, Ginger Mitchell.
Marion Adams, Dedra Coles,
Karen Bynum, Sheila Bell,








Thorn, Sheila Kirk, Barbie








and Mr. Stinson with a tea
shower on Sunday afternoon in
the social hall of the church.
Decoration and refreshments
were planned by the social
committee of the church.
The young couple greeted
many members of the church
and received many lovely
gifts. In the receiving line with
the honored couple were Mrs.
Jones, Jana Jones and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Stinson of
Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Lary Bell and Mrs.
Alvis Jones were hostesses for
a 'personal shower with
members of Alpha Sigma
Alpha as guests.
Mixed roses were used
throughout the home of Mrs.
Jones and the hostesses
presented Miss Jones with a
lovely red rose corsage. A
delicious dessert was served
and the bride-to-be received
many gifts.
The home of Mrs Maurice
Humphrey was the scene of a
coffee honoring Donna Jones
on Saturday.
Hostesses for this occasion
were Mrs. Humphrey, Mrs.
John Ed Scott, Mrs. Eli
Alexander and Mrs. George
Lilly. They presented Donna
and her mother with daisy
corsages.
The serving table was
covered with a linen cloth and
daisies were used as the
center piece. Coffee punch and
many delicious tidbits were
enjoyed by friends as they
called throughout the mor-
ning.
cip, I he Vicar. n‘
Your Individual Horoscope  
Frances Drake
-10,4<
FOR THURSDAY, MAY 13, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Experiences of the past may
give you clues as to proper
handling of this day's action.
With correct., procedure, you
should do well.
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 21)
You have fine stellar in-
fluences to help you now, but it
will be HOW you use your
abilities and advantages that
will determine the caliber of
your gatns. Only your best'
GEMENI
May 22 to June 21) 161/1051-
A splendid Mercury day.
Especially favored: writers,
journalists, editors; those in the
communications fields,
generally; those in all branches
of aviation.
CANCER
t June 22 to July 23)
There's no better time than
the present to exercise your
latent talents as well as more
obvious abilities, to increase
chances of advancement Be
logical in all discussions.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 231 4/244g
Common sense and a
philosophical attitude will help
you through this somewhat
mixed day. Don't disrupt your
schedule by going off on
tangents, indulging in frivolity..
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 1P%.
If you feel people or events
have let you down somewhat,
reflect on the benefits you
HAVE received .-especially
the unexpected ones. This is a
day in which to set things in
peurspectiBRA ve.
OW)
nape1Sept 24 to Oct. 231
Warm-hearted enthusiasm
for your efforts may not be
forthcoming, but they ARE
being noticed in the right




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nteeltiC
New prospects highlighted
What you consider an "ob-
stacle" to your plans is only an
illusion.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) oot
Indications of stepped-up
action in certain areas Study
well and be prepared to grasp
any opportunity to advance.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22 to Jan 20) V
Don't let false pride hinder
your progress If you feel
stymied in a certain area, don't
hesitate to ask advice. Even a
person less gifted than yourself
could prove helpful
AQUARIUS
tJan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A time for definitely
clarifying your objectives. Get
together with those who share
your interests and, between
you, work out a clear and
concise program of action.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't let a tricky situation
dismay you. Your innate in-
tuition, which often borders on
real inspiration, will see you
through
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with almost limitless
creative ability and lively
imagination -- plus the prac-
ticality to bring your dreams to
life. You could especially excel
in music, writing and painting,
but could even succeed in some
of the more commercial aspects
of art — such as dealing in art
objects, designing for the trade
or interior decorating. You love
nature and could be an excellent
horticulturist or botanist and,
unlike many Taureans, you are
fascinated with the law. Should
you decide on the legal field as a
career, you will probably wind
up as a jurist, statesman or
politician but, almost certainly,
you will pursue one of the arts
as an avocation. Birthdate of
Sir Arthur Sullivan, composer
Gilbert and Sullivan); Georges





Murray's 'First" Exclusive Handbag Shop.
Costume Jewelry and other Accessories.
The new addition of Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut Street
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During the week of May 9-15,
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is joining with the
nation's 7,000 hospitals, and the
American Hospital Association
in the observance of National
Hospital Week.
In this period of bicentennial
awareness, this year's National
Hospital Week theme,
"Healthy Birthday, America!"
seems altogether fitting and ap-
propriate.
We can take pride in the
quality of health care services
in our community and our
nation. And we can doubly take
pride in the fact that the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has been named to
receive three statewide honors
in competition with 18 hospitals
throughout the state.
Yet, during this celebration,
our hospital hopes to do more
than highlight our upcoming
birthday observance and its
many quality health care
programs.
During this observance,
hospitals across the nation will
be encouraging each American
to take a moment to think about
his own health.
Today, many health care ex-
perts are joining hospitals in
suggesting that a way to im-
prove each individual's health
is to increase his awareness of
what he can do to improve or
stabilize his own state of health.
Health economist Victor Fuchs
writes in his new book, who sha
tint "The greatest current
potential for improving the
health of the American people
is to be found in what they do
and don't do to and for them-
selves. Individual decisions
about diet, exercise and
smoking are of critical im-
portance..."
Supporting Mr. Fuchs' con-
tention, recent studies have
shown that life expectance and
better health care are
significantly related to a num-
ber of basic individual habits
including: three meals a day at
regular times, breakfast every
day, moderate exercise, seven
or eight hours of sleep each
night, no smoking, main-
tenance of a moderate weight
level, and no alcohol or alcohol
in moderation.
Accoringly, during this
year's National Hospital Week,
our local hospital is urging you
to think about your own health.
Think about participating in the
health education or health
screening program offered
through your hospital and your
community, and think about
contributing to your own well
being by adopting a more
health-conscious life style.
Working together, you and
your community hospital can
help guarantee that all of
America's future birthdays will
be healthy ones, and that you




An example of big government
spending for nebulous purposes is
seen in anHEW gift of $700,000 to a
group of professional associations
"to train a staff to train a larger
staff to train the nation's high
school guidance counselors and
other related school personnel."




Politics In Reagan Battle
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
President Ford is playing high-risk
politics in his struggle with Ronald
Reagan for the Republican presidential
nomination, raising the stakes state by
state — and now he has virtually
everything wagered on victory in
Michigan next Tuesday.
There and in Maryland there is
suddenly the chance of an opening for
Democrats out to stop Jimmy Carter,
still the dominant candidate for their
nomination.
His string of primary victories was
halted abruptly by Sen. Frank Church,
an upset winner in Nebraska in his
debut as a candidate.
Reagan gained 54 per cent of the vote
to beat Ford in the Republican primary
in Nebraska. Ford won in West Virginia
with 56 per cent of the GOP ballots.
And while Carter was losing a close
one in Nebraska, he won narrowly over
Rep. Morris K. Udall in Connecticut.
Those decisions in Tuesday's
primaries were the prelude to bigger
tests next week.
Reagan confronts Ford in Michigan,
the President's home state. Udall tests
Carter there, while California Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. challenges the
Democratic frontrunner in Maryland.
Since Reagan started winning on May
Day, Ford and his managers have
pointed each week to the next set of
primaries, calling them crucial ones.
That won't work in Michigan. Rogers
C. B. Morton, the Ford campaign
manager, said the President will have
to win there to -prove he's viable ... to
get his campaign turned around."
Another Ford strategist
acknowledged that a defeat at home
would put the President in deep trouble.
Ford was campaigning there today,
and returning this weekend. Reagan
was to hunt Michigan votes Thursday
and Friday.
The Ford team is worried about
possible crossover voting by con-
servative Democrats in Michigan now
that George C. Wallace is virtually
finished as a candidate. Wallace won
the Democratic primary there four
years ago, with 809,239 votes.
Reagan noted pointedly that his
nual deficits climbing higher ana
higher, it would seem that the
schools could be trusted to
provide their own guidance per-
sonnel until big spending for
nebulous purposes becomes a lit-
tle easier for the taxpayers to
bear.
-Greenville (S.C.) News
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10 Years Ago
Ronald Christopher, son of Mr. and
Mrs. M. P. Christopher of Murray, has
been named to the Moot Court Board of
the College of Law, University of
Kentucky.
Mrs. Fannie Brinkley of Hazel Route
Two died this morning at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. She was 74.
Debbie Kelley, Marilyn Wisehart,
and Beverly Paschall of the Girls
Auxiliary of the First Baptist Chuech
received the highest award, Queen
Regent 4n Service, at the special
coronation program held at the church
last night.
Calloway County High School Laker,
beat the Murray High School Tigers for
the championship of the District
Baseball Tournament. The Lakers wil
advance to the Regional Tournament at
Paducah.
The Smith Brothers Quartet will be
the featured singers and Rev. Johnson
Easley will be the speaker at the
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Nebraska victory was in a Republicans.
only primary, with none of the
crossover vote Ford managers had
blamed for earlier losses to the
challenger. "This confirms my support
is not a Wallace vote," he said.
Nonetheless, his Michigan
organization is working to entice
Democrats across the party boundary,
into the Republican primary this time.
Those Wallace votes are going to go
somewhere.
Church, meanwhile, said he was
stunned with a Nebraska primary
victory he called a miracle. Udall said
that vote, and his close second in
Connecticut, meant Carter's ban-
dwagon had been stalled.
-Well, I can't win them all," the
black-tied Carter said after a
Democratic congressional fundraising
dinner in Washington. ''As far as a
bandwagon goes, take one state at a
time and campaign in all of them."
But unless he starts winning again
next week, the stop-Carter effort he
thought he had quashed by driving Sen.
Henry M. Jackson out of active
competition may be revived.
And that would mean new hope for
the Democrats who seek to head him off
and try to win another nomination for
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, who is not
running but stresses at every op-
portunity that he is available.
Carter remains the commanding
leader in Democratic delegate
strength, his total pt a projected 594
pending final counts in Nebraska and
Connecticut. It will take 1,505 to choose
a Democratic nominee.
Reagan increased his lead over Ford,
with incomplete returns putting his
GOP delegate count at 417. Ford has
316, and there are 378 uncommitted
delegates. The magic number for
Republican nomination is 1,130.
Nebraska
With 97 per cent of the precincts
counted:
Reagan 110,846 or 54 per cent.
Ford 92,833 or 46 per cent.
In the separate delegate election.
20 Years Ago
Junior Rotarian Day was held by the
Murray Rotary Club with seniors from
each of the local high schools as guests
Karl Warming was in charge of the
program.
Deaths reported include Needham
Colson, age 80, Mrs. Etna Swift, age 76,
Mrs. Ellen Paschall, age 79, and
Clarence Wiggins, age 45.
New officers of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America are John Edd Foster, Danny
Duncan, Dwain Taylor, T. G. Curd,
Charles Nesbitt, and Richard Vance.
Ann Herron, reference librarian at
Murray State College, spoke at the
meeting of the Mentor Club at
McKenzie, Tenn.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
The Last Hunt" starring Robert
Taylor, Stewart Granger, Lloyd Nolan,
and Debra Paget.
Bible Thought
The Lord by wisdom hath found-
ed the earth; by understanding hath
he established the heavens. Proverbs
3:19.
God does not depend on blind
faith nor unseeing eyes to do his
work. Trained minds and under-
standing hearts are his handiwork.
I Let's Stay Well
Helping Burn Victims
with 73 per cent of the precinct: tallied,
Reagan led for 18, Ford for seven.
On the Democratic side there it was:
Church 66,693 or 39 per cent.
Carter 64,810 or 38 per cent.
Humphrey 12,735 or 7 per cent.
Seri, Edwar M. Kennedy, listed, like
Humphrey, despite his disclaimers of
candidacy, got four per cent.
In the Democratic delegate contest,
Church led for 15, Carter for 8.
West Virginia
With 80 per cent of the precincts
tallied:
Ford 67,467 or 56 per cent.
Reagan 52,201 or 44 per cent.
The 28 Republican delegates there
were uncommitted under state law.
Favorite son Sen. Robert C. Byrd won
the Democratic primary there with
246,601 votes or 89 per cent.
Wallace had 31,968 or 11 per cent.
There are 33 Democratic delegates,
also uncommitted.
Connecticut
Carter 35,415 or 33 per cent.
Udall 32,959 or 31 per cent.
Jackson 18,962 or 18 per cent.
Uncommitted 13,774 or 13 per cent.
That was in party-sponsored
balloting that is part of a complex
delegate selection process. The 51
delegates will be selected in con-
ventions in one month. The popular vote
pointed to a lineup of 17 delegates for
Carter, 15 for Udall, 5 for Jackson with
the balance likely to be uncommitted.
Church said he had established
himself as a man with a real chance at
the Democratic nomination by beating
the frontrunner in his first try as a
primary candidate. He said he can win
more primaries and put himself in
position to win in a multi-ballot con-
vention.
Said Udall: "Tonight marks the end
of a wholesale stampede to the Carter
bandwagon ..." The Arizona
congressman was in Lansing, Mich., to
campaign for that primary, and said he
has "a real chance of pulling a major
upset here."
But the drive to stop Carter was
concentrated more heavily on
Maryland, where the party establish-
ment is aligned behind Brown's
fledgling candidacy.
If Carter was worried, he wasn't
admitting it. "We're making good
progress with the uncommitted
delegates," he said. And while he said
he would have preferred to win
Nebraska, he claimed his showing was
a good one, given the all-out campaign
waged by Church.
Carter had said he would curtail his
primary campaigning and spend some
time putting out lines to all segments of
the party, trying to unify Democrats
behind the ticket he expects to head.
The Nebraska loss could lead to a
change in that plan.
Ford and Reagan had concentrated
their campaign operations on
Nebraska, with lesser effort in West
Virginia.
John P. Sears, Reagan's campaign
manager, said the challenger's victory
"in a primary that Mr. Ford termed
crucial to his nomination campaign
means our campaign has received an
invaluable boost..
Sears also said that victory in
Nebraska would make the Michigan
contest more interesting. He said it put
extra pressure ofl Ford there, but
declined to speculate about the out-
come.
Reagan wouldn't talk about the
Michigan odds, either.
IlEARTLIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solNe problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St.. Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizetts will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: My son is 17 and receives
survivor's benefits from the U. S.
Railroad Retirement Board on his late
father's work record. I understand that
his annuity will stop at age 18. If he
should go to college, would his
payments continue? —J. W.
Answer: Your son will continue to
receive benefits from the Railroad
Retirement Board after age 18 if he
continues his education as Is full-time
students. He will be eligible for railroad
benefits until age 22 or until the end of
the school semester in which he turns
22.
Heartline: On Feb. 12, 1976, I sent my
personal check for $6.98 to a company
for some photograph records. My check.
has long since been cashed, but I have
not received my records. Can you help
me'—L. W.
Answer: Yes, we can. If you will send
us the name and address of the corn-
pany and a copy of both sides of your
canceled check, we will contact the
company and try to get you your
records. Please don't send the check
itself; you will want to save it for your
file.
Anyone who has a consumer com-
plaint should feel free to write Hear-
tline. We will do everything in our
power to see that these complaints are
solved. Persons having conSumer
complaints should address their letters
to Heartline Department 50, 8514 No.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
Heartline: I am 63 years old and lam
drawing my Social Security benefits. I
am very active in as many things as
possible, but I still have a lot of time on
my hands. I thought I read that you had
a Pen Pal Club. If you do, can you tell
me something about this? — J. T.
Answer: Heartline has developed a
Pen Pal Club for people over 50. This
was developed by the Heartline staff to
help America's elderly combat the
problem of loneliness. For complete
information write to: Heartline-
America 60 Club, 8514 N. Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.
For a personal reply to your
questions to HEARTLINE, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
A major horn is a most
traumatic tragedy to the vatam
and his family and friends The
pain and suffering can he almost
intolerable Even with expert.
diligent care. the outcome can
be disappointing, if not fatal
The National Committee on
Fire Prevention and Control
estimates that 300,000 fire inj-
uries take place annually in the
(tinted States About 50,000 Of
these cases require hospitaliza-
tion because of hums, and ap-
proximately 12.000 of them die
Man physicians readily agree
that a severe burn places a
greater birden on the victim
than does any other injury.
affecting almost every organ in
the body Management of such
cases requires exceptionally
clean, skillfully operated. corn
phcated facilities which are (Th-
tty to create and maintain In
fact, they are laciong in many
Notable are the Striners-sup-
ported burn centers which give
Fly F .11, Blasingame M 1)
free, first rate care in Flaston.
Galveston aryl Cincinnati These
are highly specialized facilities
which handle severe cases from
widely separated areas of the
courtry The victims often are
flown in by plare from great dis-
tances
Rums on the face, hands and
genitalia are exceptionally
difficult to manage and require
skilled care These sites are often
regarded as critical areas
Infection is the burn victim s
worst enemy and can be made
more likely by inappropriate
First aid Keep fresh burns clean
and protected
While rallt'erhication about
the dangers of fire and the pre
vention of bums is the preferred
treatment keep the. following
points in mind to help save a
burn victim's life
I If a person near you catches
on fire smother the flames by
riffinA The an the grnund
Ise blankets or similar cover
ings such as towels, coats or
Large pieces of clothing, to put
otit the flames
2 Apply coil water to the
burned areas - this les.sens parn
and swelling Never apply butter
or grease
3 Remove rings, bracelets and
other jewelry before tissue
swells
4 Seek immediate help for any
burn, especially if it is on a crib
cal area except a first-degree
burn (when skin is reddened as
in a mild sunburn)
5 Move the burned person as
coon as passible if hospital care
is needed
Q Mr MI) cracked a tooth
and had a large portion of it
replaced with a gold inlay The
tooth has ached periodically and
is sensitive to he and cold even
after two months He wants to
loicav if he si)ould follow his den-
tists advice and five it more
lime or see another clenti4
A Folloas your dentist s ad-
Blasingame
vice Metal conducts heat and
cold more readily than does nor-
mal tooth tissue The nerve end-
ings will withdraw and comfort
should return before long If you
had an infection under the inlay.
the pain would be more persis-
tent If your trouble grows worse
or lasts more than a few weeks.
see your 'dentist and ask him
about a dental consultation if
you think one is needed
Q Mrs K N starts to know the
name of the disease which
affects children and forces them
to want to eat enormous
amounts of food.
A The rather rare disease to
wruch you refer is known as
h-ader-Willi syndrome ft is a
compulsive form of eating The
cause is unknown Such a diag-
nrists can be made only by a
physician This syndrome re-
owes careful professional man-
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39
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FDA Will Not Lift
Ban On Cyclamate
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
government has written what
May be the final chapter in the
bittersweet saga of
cyclamate, the sugar sub-
stitute discovered by accident
in 1937, consumed by millions
of calorie-conscious
Americans and banned as a
potential health hazard in
1969.
The Food and Drug
Administration announced
late Tuesday that it will not lift
its cyclamate ban because of
"grave _questions" about the




M. Schmidt said he knew
many people "would be
willing to assume a
reasonable risk,- but con-
cluded that "FDA must name
its approval on an assurance
that general availability of
cyclamate for everyday use




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Insurance Com-
missioner Harold McGuffey is
seeking to pursuade the
handful of companies writing
medical malpractice in-
surance in Kentucky to con-
tinue doing so during court
action on Kentucky's new
malpractice act.
McGuffey said he welcomes
the test suit, filed in federal
court at Lexingtod, but added
that the litigation may take
months to settle and he wants
to keep the current system
operating in the meantime.
The suit challenges the
malpractice law passed by the
1976 General Assembly. The
act would create a com-
pensation fund to pay set-
tlements more than $100,000
and a risk pool to provide
coverage when malpractice




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A hearing is scheduled for
June 1 on a 13&H Elkhorn Coal
Co. application for a permit to
strip mine in Floyd County.
The hearing was originally
scheduled for Tuesday. The
state Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection announced
Tuesday that the session
would be held June I at Martin
in Floyd County.
cannot give that assurance,
and thus cannot approve its
use at this time."
Schmidt asked Abbott
Laboratories of North
Chicago, ill., to withdraw its
1973 petition seeking approval
of cyclamate. Otherwise, his
letter said, the FDA will
formally deny the request in
30 days.
Abbott vice president
Richard W. Kasperson said no
decision had been made on
withdrawing the petition. It
could be resubmitted if new
evidence were presented, or
the firm could seek a new
administrative hearing, which
might be a prelude to a federal
court contest.
"If we withdraw the
petition," he said, "I would
assume that would be the end
of it. It's certainly a disap-
pointment."
Cyclamate was discovered
in 1937 by Michel Sveda, then a
chemistry student • at the
University of Illinois who
noted a sweet taste in a
cigarette he accidently put
down in a chemical com-
pound.
Dozens of studies, the first
in 1951, have failed to come up
with a certain answer on
whether cyclamate does pose
a cancer risk.
At the FDA's request, the
National Cancer Institute
assembled a committee of
scientists to take a fresh look
at the studies, but the panel
reported in February that
safety questions can't be '
answered.
Present evidence "does not
establish the carcinogenicity
(cancer-causing potential) of
cyclamate ... in experimental
animals," the scientists said,






questions remain as to its
cancerca using potential in
experimental animal tests
and, by inference, in man."
He cited studies suggesting
that cyclamate may cause
genetic damage when used at
levels "not far in excess of
that possible in ordinary
consumption," as well as birth
defects and reproductive
damage.
While safe levels of
cyclamate intake might be
possible for humans, they
would be so low "that only
very restricted use could be
envisioned, and the safety
margin would be insufficient
to allow general use of
cyclamate in manufactured
foods such as soft clinks.
La Costa Has
Future Plans
by J. D. Lancaster
Perhaps one of the toughest
up and coming names on the
country and pop female vocal
scene is La Costa. La Costa
performed at Kaintuck
Terriory along with Moe
Bandy Sunday afternoon.
La Costa revealed to us a
little about her past and what
she plans to do in the future.
La Costa is a Tucker and is
the sister of country singer
Tanya Tucker. "I've been
singing since I was four and
later entered talent contests in
Junior and senior high
school," said La Costa. "It
was dad that helped me get
started--he had faith in me.
He told me that he could get
me a contract. I accepted and
he became my first manager.
We now have a cor-
poration—La Costa cor-
poration, Inc. and they help
plan my future."
La Costa is presently
married to Darrell Sorenson
Buffet










Cadiz, Kentocky Phone 502-522-8420
. .
After 3 years of travel -
research - study & teaching -
the request of many patients is
being fulfilled - I am back in





who used to be a pilot and now
acts as her road manager for
the three or more per-
formances she gives each.
week. In fact, La Costa
mentioned that her husband,
brother and dad are
professionai pilots.
"I have a new single entitled
"Lovin' Somebody on a Rainy
Night" which is produced by
Jerry Crutchfield," said La
Costa. Her next album will
probably be released within
two months or so. '' When
cutting albums, you can do it •
in a week; but we are choosy
and it will take a month to
record my next album."
The perennial question was
asked La Costa about how she
felt about the country music
crossover situation involving
country artists singing in pop
fields as well as rock artists
singing in country fields of
music. "I think it's great—it's
saying that you want to appeal
to a broader audience," said
La Costa. "However, some
people need to be real country
such as the Ernest Tubbs and
the Dolly Partons. But as far
as my spectrum, I want to do
all kinds of songs. Country
audiences stick with you for
life while pop audiences may
stick with you for one song,"
she said.
When asked about tape
piracy which is the production
and selling of illegal tapes, La
Costa thought that the
legislatures should pass stiffer
laws against tape pirates.
"The artists spill their guts
out in the studios at high ex-
penses while tape pirates
make a quick buck —
something ought to be done!"
La Costa exclaimed.
"My goal is to be the best
and right now is not the right
time." said 1,a Costa.
"Expenses are tough on the
road; but we're reaching
goals faster. I have lots of
confidence with my producer,
Jerry Crutchfield. I hope to
have more concerts, more
members to my band and
more lighting effects. One
thing I would love to do is to
get into the movies, especially
an outdoors or wilderness
picture," she said.
Or. Mary Broeringmeyer
High v./1y 94 Eno
MurraN, ky. 42071
'Unofficial'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Antibusing protestors plan to
stage an "unofficial"
demonstration Friday night
near the hotel where
President Ford is scheduled to
speak.
It will be his first campaign
appearance in Kentucky
before the state's May 25
presidential primary.
The Preside-t called off a
planned appeaTance here last
October because of the
prospect of antibusing
protests.
Bill Kellerman, head of
Citizens Against Busing, and
Jack Shore, president of Union
Labor Against Busing, said
Tuesday members of their
groups would gather on the
sidewalks near the hotel but
would not march.
Ford's visit was confirmed
only Monday and there was no
time for the antibusing
leaders to obtain a parade
permit for Friday.
"But I don't believe we need
a permit to demonstrate,"
said Shore, whose group
claims a membership of
140,000 persons. "We will be on
the sidewalks. I hope we can
get as many down there as we
can get."
Shore said he would ask
President Ford in a telegram
to meet with him personally at
the hotel.
"If he can't stop busing,
nobody can," Shore said.
Demonstration By Anti-Busing Protestors Planned
Shore organized and led two
antibusing marches in
Washington. The most recent
march there several weeks
ago fizzled when only about
4,000 of a predicted 40,000
demonstrators showed up.
Kellerman said during the
weekend that "for the most
part, the days of organized
marching and street protests
are over" and announced that
the movement had changed its
tactics. Instead of marching,
Kellerman said money would
be raised for an "American
Freedom Fund" and that a $1
million reward would be giveo
to anyone who could end
court-ordered busing for
school desegreation by having
it ruled unconstitutional.
"My group itself won't
demonstrate, but individuals
in the group will," Kellerman
said. "I won't be there, I've
got to work, but it's been
decided all along that we'd do
something if he ever came."
Kellerman said "we were
looking for him to come down
here in April but it was
cancelled out."
He said there "will be
people down there, I would say
several hundred," in front of
the hotel where the President
is scheduled to make a speech
at the annual Armed Forces
Day dinner.
"If it's not organized, I don't
think you need a permit," he
said of plans to stage a
demonstration. "We are not
emphasizing this, we aren't
passing out flyers."
He said there was "some
unofficial, behind the scenes
type of organization going on"
for a demonstration..
Louisville Public Safety
Director Allen Bryan agreed
that no permit is needed for
individuals to demonstrate but
he said "they are subject to
arrest if they violate the law,
and it's not hard to violate the
late.
"It covers just about any
type of protest-type activity,"
Bryan said.
Police Chief John Nevin said
he intends "to have sufficient
force available to deal with
the situation."
"I could handle quite a few
people standing acrbss the
street in a peaceful manner,"
Nevin said. "If the situation
got disorderly I would ask





allowed, but he added that "if
it's several hundred of them,
and they are on the sidewalk,
and they have signs, they are
going to have a problem with
us."
He said officers on the scene
will determine if a crowd
becomes too large.
"Our policy has been to use
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they are disrupting traffic or
creating a disturbance,"
Bryan said. "We'll have a
significant number of extra
people working just because
the President will be here.
What we plan will depend on
what intelligence reveals
of the ̀ unorganized unorgan-
ization' they do between now
and Friday."
Ford's trip last fall was
called off at kbe height of the
antibusing furor here. He had
planned to speak at a GOP
fund-raising dinner.
This time, Ford's visit is
scheduled one day after his
chief rival for the GOP
presidential nomination,
Ronald Reagan, completes
two days of campaigning in
the state.
At the recent Kentucky GOP
converditin and ln district
elections around the state, 27
delegates supporting Reagan
were selected to eight for the
President, Republican of-
ficials said. Two were un-
committed.
The personal preferences of
the delegates, however, make
no difference since they will
be bound on the first ballot at
the national convention by the
results of the May 25 primary.
In calling off his trip here
last October, the President
said during a nationally
televised news conference
that he cancelled it because
antibusing protests had
caused "some local distur-
bances."
Destructive antibusing
protests erupted in September
after the fall school term
began under a desegregation
plan that required some 20,000
of the system's 130,000 pupils
to be bused for racial balance.
NEWCOMERS cum
The Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will meet
Thursday, May 13, at 7:30
p.m. at the First Christian
Church,
Wanted
First Assembly of God
16th & Glendale
are having mound the clock prayer. We wont to include
your prayer request. If you hove o need, spiritual,
physical or financial, call 753-6695 Friday, May 14, 1976
between 8 a m. and 6 p. m
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AlitiVeliDiRRITIIE To..;11E ON POD
Mrs. Jack Sykes Won Last Week
You Can Win
$100
Just Register Each Week
•Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch •All You Do Is Resister kosiik pale Yea_
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00p. m.
New Contest Starts Thursday Morning
.Flinplovees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults only may register




Thurs , May 13
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Pork Chops CenterCutsS1.29 lb. lb. 8













































































































































































Offer ',Orel 5 19 76
































































Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week
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HOMERUN HITTER— Tony Bayless of the Tigers re
ceives congratulations in the dugout from hi
s
teammates after blasting his second homer of th
e day a grondslam. Bayless drove in seven
 of
the Murray High 17 runs.
var.







-back on their game of sparse
.mistakes, are confident they
*an pull even with Boston's
• veteran Celtics Friday night
In the National Basketball
Association semifinals.
"We're known for a team
that doesn't turn the ball over.
When we do, we're in
4rouble," reflected Bill Fitch
lifter his Cavaliers committed
:pnly seven mistakes in an 83-




By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct, GB
Pbila 16 7 696
Mew York 18 11 621 1
_Pitts 15 10 600 2
k. Louis 12 16 429 d--
12 16 429 6' 2
-Ii&ntreal 9 16 360 8. West
Cinc,nnati 16 10 .615 —
Los Ang 17 11 .607 —
Houston 15 14 .517 21/2
San Diego 13 14 .481 31/2
San Fran 9 18 .333 71/2
Atlanta 9 18 .333 71/2
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 4, San Francisco 0.
Philadelphia 9, San Diego 1
Atlanta 8, New York 7
Cincinfta'i 6, Pittsburgh 0
Los Angeles 4, ST. LouiS 0
Houston 5, Montreal 3
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles (Rhoden 2.0) at
St Louis (Forsch 0-11
San Francisco (Barr 1-1) at
Chicago (R.Reuschel 1-3)
San Diego (Jones 5-2) at
Philadelphia (Kaat 2-1), (n)
New York (Koosman 3-1) at
Atlanta (Messersmith 0-3), (n)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 31) at
Cincinnati (Gullett 2-1), (n)
Montreal (Fryman 3-2) at
Houston (Richard 5-1), 00
Thursday's Games












Texas 16 7 .696
Kan City 12 9 .571 3
Oakland 14 13 .519 4
Minnesota 11 11 • 500 41/2
Chicago 8 12 400 61/2
California 10 18 357 81/2
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland 4, Boston 3
Detroit 4, New York 3
Bal'imore 5, Milwaukee 2
Kansas City 6, Minnesota 3
Texas 6, Chicago 5
Oakland 6, California 4
Wednesday's Games
Boston (Wise 1 2)- at Cleve
land (Brown 2 11, (n1
Detroit (Bare 2 1) at New
York (EMS 3-0), (n)
Baltimore (Holtzman 2-2) 
at
Milwaukee (Slaton 4-1), (n)
Minnesota (Decker 2-2) at
Kansas City (Busby 1-1), (n)
Texas (Singer 2-0) at Califor




Boston at Cleveland, in)
Detroit at New York, (n)
Ctlicago at Kansas City, in)





















It had been an entirely
different story in Cleveland's
opening two losses to Boston in
the best-of-7 Eastern Con-
ference finals. The Cavaliers
erred 17 times in Game One,
24 in Game Two.
Fitch also lauded his team's
fluid defense that contained
Boston on a 34 per cent
shooting night. "We stopped
their break just as good as
anybody has," he said.
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
wasn't that impressed,
grumbling, -We played high
school offense. We didn't
make them play."
Cleveland has rationed the
Celtics' famed offense to an
average of 86 points in the last
two playoff games, a fact
disturbing to Heinsohn.
"We've gut to rectify a lot, of
things before Friday. We're
going to have to talk about it,"
he said.
Meanwhile, Fitch was
confident the Cavaliers could
reach the finals in their first
try at the NBA playoffs.
"This is the only team I've
coached that can get down 3-1
and still win it. I'm hopeful we
can get out of here with a 2-2
split. I think we can,- said
Fitch.
Jim Cleamons, whose 18
points led the victory, said the
Cavaliers are becoming ac-
customed to playing with Nate
Thurmond. The 34-year-old
center has been pressed into
duty because of injured
regular Jim Chones, out with a
broken toe.
Thurmond, the darling of an
NBA playoff record-tying
Coliseum throng of 21,564
steadies Cleveland's defense.
handling Dave Cowens in the
middle.
Thurmond, who has limited
Cowens to 48 points in three
games, knows he's on the spot:
"If we can keep Cowens
from dominating the series, I
think we can win it. If anyone
can hold him down, I think I
can,- said Thurmond.
Heinsohn and Cowens ap-
pear ruffled over all the fuss of
Wranglers Club
To Ride Friday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night at 7 p.
m. in the riding pen.
Everyone who enjoys
horseback riding is welcome
to go out to the Wranglers Club
and participate in the 27 riding
events to be held.
Spectators are welcome and
there is no charge for riding or
watching. Food will be
available in the concession
stand.
The Wranglers Riding Club
is located Frtzt418 Niar miles
east of Murray on Van Cleve
Road.
the matchup at center.
"Thurmond is not a factor,"
said 'a scowling Heinsohn.
"I'm tired of hearing he's a
factor."
Cowens, who scored 19
against the 6-foot-11 veteran
Tuesday night, said of his
rival's defense: "It was okay.
He blocked a couple of shots.
He should, as big as he is."
Boston's hopes have been
damaged with a foot injury to
John Havlicek. The 35-year-
old forward managed just nine
points in the third game.
Jo Jo White's 22 points
paced Boston. Cleveland put
four players in double figures,
headed by Cleamons' 18 and 17
by reserve guard Austin Carr.
Phoenix plays at Golden
State tonight in the fifth game
of their best-of-seven Western
Conference final with the
series tied 2-2.
TENNIS
LAS VEGAS, Nev. —
Second-seeded Arthur Ashe
defeated Anand Amritraj 7-5,
6-1 in opening-round action of
the $150,000 Alan King, Tennis
Classic.
BOURNEMOUTH, England
— Chris Lewis, of New
Zealand, defeated Spain's
Juan Gisbert 6-2, 6-4 in the





The Murray High girls'
tennis team raised its season
record to a perfect 9-0 by
winning 9-0 over Caldwell
County Tuesday.
In the number one singles,
Kathy Outland won 8-6 over
Mitzi Nichols while at number
two, Candy Jackson of the
Tigers defeated Cindy Fraliez
8-3.
The number three singles
found Robyn Burke winning 8-
1 over Lisa DelBuono while at
number four, Carol Dick
blasted Holly Schaper 8-1.
At the number five spot,
Catherine Dick won 8-3 over
Dina Schaper while in the
sixth singles position, Susan
Stripling downed Anita
Carrington 8-0.
Jackson-Burke won 8-3 at
the number one doubles
position over Nichols-Fraliex
while at nurtlher two, Outland
and Carol Dick won 8-1 over
DelBuono and Dina Schaper.
In the number three
doubles, Catherine Dick and
Stripling won 8-2 over
Carrington and Holly Schaper.
The Tiger girls will host St.
Mary Friday.
Lakers., Tigers Meet Today For District Title
Bayless And Thurmond
Key Tigers To 17-1 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8) Times Sports Editor
There's a new law firm in
town and they are really doing
the business.
The new firm is called
Thurmond and Bayless.
They did the business just
fine Tuesday afternoon as
they iaisi down the law to thg
Marshals of Marshall County:
Tony Thurmond, a senior
flamethrower, scattered three
hits and clouted a homerun to
boot while slugger Tony
Bayless blasted two homeruns
and drove in seven as Murray
High cruised to a 17-1 romp
over the Marshals in the
District Tournament at the
Calloway County High School
diamond.
Marshall County came into
the tourney with a 16-5 season
record. They exit with a 16-7
record as they lost 6-5 to
Calloway County Monday and
added with the loss to the
Tigers, the curtain comes
down on the Marshals' season.
There was never any doubt
about who was going to win. In
the bottom of the first inning,
the Marshals did well to get a
loud foul tip off Thurmond.
And then in the top of thu
second, it was all over as the
Tigers posted seven runs on
the board.
Thurmond opened the
second by drawing a base on
balls and catcher Mickey
McCuiston laid down a perfect
bunt. The bunt was so perfect
that Marshall County pitcher
Larry Schaper made a very
imperfect throw to first and
the runners wound up on
second and third.
Jeff Oakley walked to fill the
sacks and then Bill Wilson
drew a walk to boost the
Tigers into a i-o lead. Niter
one man had been re
tired,
Lindsey Hudspeth walked and
the Tigers were up 2-0.
A wild pitch brought
another run and Bo McDougal
reached on a throwing error
by Schaper to send ho
me
another tally and up the lead
to 4-0.
Then Bayless uncorked his
—first homerun of the co
ntest, a
towering shot well over 375
feet away from homeplate,
giving the Tigers a 7-0 lead.
In the fourth, Bayless came
up with the bases loaded and
sent one all the way to the
lake, chasing in four runs with
the homer and it was all over.
Marshall County's only run
was an unearned one and it
came in the fifth when Jeff
Copeland reached on an error,
went to third on a double by
Larry Telle and scored on a
sacrifice fly by Kenny
Solomon.
Murray added six more runs
in the sixth with Thurmond
having a solo homer, Bob
Thurman a two-run double,
Hudspeth an RBI single and
Bill Wilson an RBI double.
The win for the Tigers--
snapped a four-game losing
skid.
"We just felt good before the
game," Tiger Coach Charles
Archer said.
"Everyone seemed to break
out of it. We knew we had the
hitters. The kids kept playing,
even though we had the big
lead. I think now they realize
they can go somewhere,
Archer added.
I
Thurmond fanned 11 batters
and walked four.
"What can you say about 
mnitin...speth-ct
Thurmond? Every time the Mclkiugal,lb
kid pitches, he flitches 8-..grear. B"4""Thurtnond-p
game," Archer added. sic-cumon-e
The win gives Murray High
a 12-9 record on the season.
The Tigers will play at 4 sana.sPann:
p.m. today against Calloway Watkins-ph
County lor the District title. 
Totals
Murray has taken two
previous contests with the
Lakers.
Joe Graves will start on the
hill for Murray while Dickie
Nesbitt will pitch for the 8-9
Lakers.
Both teams will be playing
in the Regional Tournament
which will be held next week






























































THE MASTER AT WORK - Tony Thur
mond kept the ball down low and kept it f
ast all day as the Tigers eliminated
 Marshall Coun•
ty from District play Tuesday with •
 17-1 win. Thurmond fanned 11 men while walki
ng four and gave up just three hits.
711r11Zreddi NC.
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STRETCHING AT THE STRETCH -- Reggie Ballard of the takers seems to be getting ready to stretch and yawn as he finishes the100-yard dash in first place. Next to Ballard is teammate Keith Wallace and the third runner is North Calloway eighth grader CaryMcClure
, Styli Photos by Wit* llonulon
Braves Finally Manage
To Snap Losing Streak
By ALEX SACRARE
AP Sports Writer
How long is a 13-game losing
streak?
"About two heart attacks
and several sleepless nights,"
says Dave Bristol, manager of
the Atlanta Braves.
Bristol finally was able to
get a good night's sleep
Tuesday after his Braves
posted an 8-7 decision over the
New York Mets, ending the
longest losing streak in major
league baseball this season.
But it didn't come easy. The
Braves blew a 7-5 lead in the
late innings and had to come
back to win on Rowland
Office's RBI single with two
out in the ninth.
"No human being knows the
joy that goes on inside you
after breaking a streak like




ualloway County won a pair
of track meets Tuesday af-
ternoon over visiting
Reidland.
The Laker girls crushed
Reidland 115-4 and swept all of
the events in the meet.
The Laker boys had a little
closer meet but still cruised to
an easy 90-42 win. Terry Clark
set a new school record by
throwing the discus 124-4 for
the Lakers.
The meet was the last of the
season for both Laker teams
who Will participate in the
Regional Track Meet Friday
at Paducah Tilghman.
Here are the complete
results of the meet:
ably' haft
mile-relay 1 Calloway- V. Carraway,
14wrence, Mahan and Rosa). 4.50.7
220-yard dash 1 Pinner f C1 2. Snyder
,C, 3 Coursey Ci $1
880-yard run - 1. V Carraway IC) 2.
Liyerby rC13. Morris tC)3:04.5.
SIX-yard medley relay: I. Calloway
Cole, Lawrence. Bibb arid Mahan
2 19 5
110-hurdles 1 Ross C 2. Snyder C
3 McCuiston 16.8
440-yard dash: I. Pinner (C) 2 Mahan
3 Eads IR,. 63.3.
mile-run, 1 Overby (C) 1. Morris (C)
:1 I.. Carraway
880-yard relay: 1. Calloway (V.
carraway, Lawrence, Ross and Cole).
505
100-yard dash 1 Cole IC, 2. Bibb (C)
Ahart 12.2
60-yard his-dies I (tie( Ross IC) Ind
Snyder C , 3. IlAcCuiston Cy. 9.4.
440-relay, 1. Calloway I Cole, Lawrea-
CP , Mahan and Pinner 53.9.
long jump 1 F1nner (C1 2. Snyder (C)
3 .Ahart IC). 15-6.
discus 1. Kemp Ci 2 Calhoun
Thorn C1.13-9 Ns
shot put, 1. Wyatt C , 2 Calhoun , C13.
Kemp ,CL
high jump, 1 Bibb 2 Sellars , 1111
Winthester (C). 4-2
Der% ROMON
shot put • 1 Blackburn IR 2 Wyatt
,C,1 Snow
discus 1. Clark IC, 2 Blackburn R
3, Stunson Cl,‘ 124-4.
long jump 1 Williams (CI 2 Adams
(C13 Bean IR r. 1794.
triple jump • 1 Haynes (R) 2. Adams
(CIS Futrell C). 36-91A
high,lump 1 Haynes ,R) 2. Ballard
(C)3 Blackburn rfl 5-8
pole vault 1 Franklin (Ft) 2. Scruggs
(C) 3. no place 6-6
120-high hurdles I. Dyson 'RI 2. Hen-
son (C)3 Srntth 11, 166
1404ow hurdles 1 Dyson ,R 2 tie
Henson C •, and Hanks (R 216
I99yard dash 1 Ballard , C(2. Dyson
, 3 waliacr It?
220-yard dash. 1 Ballard (C) 2.
Wallace (Cy 3. Dyson ;Hi 232
440-yard dash . 1 Garland (C) 2. L
('unntrigham (CI 3. Snow ill) 562
860-yard run - 1 Futrell , C 2 Mc.
tsilon (C, 3 Franklin (RI 2:10 2
max-run: 1. Futrell eCI 2. McCallum
(C II Archer )R). 4:519.4
two-mile ran 1.• McCallon (r, 2 R
Cunningham C 3 Mitchum Rd 11 17
660-relay, 1 Calloway , Ballard,
Wallace, Adams and Williams) 1412
mile-relay I. Calloway I Adams.
Wallace, Futrell arid Williams, 1 446
burden off 30 guys."
In other National League
games, the Chicago Cubs beat
the San Francisco Giants 4-0,
the Philadelphia Phillies
whipped the San Diego Padres
9-1, the Cincinnati Reds shut
out the Pittsburgh Pirates 6-0,
the Los Angeles Dodgers
blanked the St. Louis Car-
dinals 4-0 and the Houston
Astros beat the Montreal
Expos 5-3.
After Office drove home
Marty Perez with his ninth-
inning single, the Atlanta
dugout emptied and the young
outfielder was mobbed
coming off first base.
"I looked up and thought we
kad won the World Series," he
said.
Reds 6, Pirates o
Gary Nolan, who hasn't
allowed a run in his last 18
innings, scattered six hits and
Tony Perez drove in four runs
with a homer ,and a single as
the Reds beat the Pirates in
the first meeting of the two
defending division champions
since last fall's National
League playoff.
Phils 9, Padres 1
Steve Carlton stopped San
Diego on six hits to help the
first-place Phils to their ninth
victory in the last 10 games.
Philadelphia scored six runs
in the first two innings, then
major league home run leader
Mike Schmidt belted his 13th
of the season, a two-run shot,
in the eighth.
Astros 5, Expos 3
Homers by Jose Cruz and
Cliff Johnson highlighted a
five-run first inning that
carried Houston over Mon-
treal
Expos starter Clay Kirby, 0-
2, failed to retire a batter.
Larry Milbourne and Enos
Cabell walked, Cruz belted a
three-run homer, Bob Watson
walked and Johnson smacked
a two-run homer, knocking out
Kirby.
Reliever Tom Griffin got the
victory, allowing just one hit
in 41-3 innings.
Dodgers 4, Cards 0
Ron Cey hit two home runs
and Joe Ferguson one to back
the five-hit pitching of Don
Sutton, who posted his 42nd
career shutout. The three
homers give the Dodgers 16 in
their last seven games.
Cubs 4, Giants 0
Chicago snapped a five-
game losing streak, scoring
all its runs in the sixth inning.
Manny Trill° belted a two-run








MONTREAL 1API - With
Guy Lapointe in the penalty
box for holding late in the
second period of a scoreless
Stanley Cup playoff hockey
game, the Montreal
Canadiens hardly expected to




frustrated Montreal all night
with some dazzling stops, and




Goodenough got the puck in
the neutral zone. Canadiens
center Jacques Lemaire,
helping kill the penalty at the
time, tells the rest.
"He was coming up the 'I&
AUTO RACING
INDIANAPOLIS - Race
car driver Eddie Miller suf-
fered a broken neck and two
fractured vertebrae when his
car spun into a drainage ditch




Tryouts for teams in the
Kirksey Baseball Association
will be held at 10 a. m.
Saturday at the Kirksey
baseball field.
Any boy or girl all ages in
Kirksey who would like to play
baseball are invited to the
tryouts. ••1
Charles Smith is the
president this year of the
Kirksey Baseball Association.
and he lost the puck in his
skates," recalled Lemaire.
"He put his head down to find
it, and as soon as he did that, I
went for it."
The puck was Lemaire's
and the path to Stephenson
was clear. With teammate
Jim Roberts to his left and no
Philadelphia player - except
Stephenson - in sight, it took
only a few skating strides and
a flick of the wrists before the
Canadiens had a short-handed
goal, a 1-0 lead and a solid grip
on the game they won 2-1
Tuesday night.
Goodenough had committed
the cardinal sin. "When you're
the last man back with the
puck, you should never try to
beat anybody," said Flyers
assistant coach Barry Ashbee.
"It's a hard way to learn, but
he'll probably never do it
again."
Philadelphia defenseman
Tom Bladon could have
learned from Goodenough's
error, but made a similar one
in the third period when his
pass toward Bill Barber found
the stick of Montreal's Guy
Lafleur instead. This time
defenseman Joe Watson was
back, but his retreat screened
Stephenson from the 30-foot
shot I Afleur unleashed.
So for the first time since
May 1. 1973, the Canadiens
have a 2-0 lead in a National
Hockey League playoff final.
For the fifth time in a row the
Flyers have left this city
without a viCtory, a winless
string that began during the
1974-75 season.
The reason was a team
effort lauded by Montreal
Coach Scotty Bowman and
most of the Canadiens
players.
"We played 59 perfect
minutes," said Bowman,
sUbtracting the one minute in
which Dave Schultz sent a 20-
foot wrist shot past goalie Ken
Dryden. But the goal came
with just 2:35 remaining, and
Philadelphia just couldn't get
away from the fierce
Canadiens checking to tie the
contest.
Flyers Coach Fred Shero
isn't about to give up. "If we
can't win four out of five
games, we don't belong in the
league. I think we can take
them; I won't say over-all, but
in the next game, anyway. We
have to get it tied first before
we think of the whole series."
But it seems that
Philadelphia will have to get
even more scoring from its
powerful line of left wing Bill
Barber, center Bobby Clarke
and right wing Reggie Leach.
Bottled up by the strongest
Canadiens' checking shown so
far, the line which accounted
for 141 regular season goals

















Houston A, New EriOleod
series lied 22.
Thursday's Game
New England a' 11,,t)c.
Track Sixth, Tennis Seventh And Golf Lost
Martyn Brewer Gets
New Record In Mile
Spring sports at Murray
State University tumbled to an
all-time low Tuesday at
Clarksville as the Racer track
team finished sixth, :tennis
seventh and golf last in the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championships.
• There was only one bright
Spot in all of the spring sports
championships for Murray
State. It came in the mile-run
at the track meet in Memorial
Stadiutn,
Sophomore Englishman
Martyn Brewer last fall
walked into the dressing room
in Stewart Stadium. Up on a
bulletin board, there is a big
poster listing each member of
the team and his goal.
Brewer simply set his goal
at running a 4:05 mile. He did
a little better than that tuesdy.
Running the best race of his
career, Brewer recorded a
new school record of 4:04.39
and broke the old mark of Sam
Torres set in 1973. Torres' old
record was 4:04.7.
Brewer finished second to
Irishman Ray Flynn of East
Tennessee who ran a 4:02.57
and tied the OVC record set by
Nick Rose of Western Ken-
tucky in 1973.
Murray had two other
second-place finishes. Cuth-
bert Jacobs ran a 21.1 and was
second in the 220-yard dash
behind Johnny Williams of
Austin Peas' who was clocked
in 21.0. Jacobs nearly caught
Williams at the wire and it's
doubtful whether. there was
really .1 second difference in
the times.
In the 440-yard dash, senior
Lester Flax took second with a
time of 47.7. Bryan Robinson
of Eastern won with a 47.3.
, . The Murray State mile-
relay team of Sylvester
Onyekwe, Dennis Mabbitt,
Jacobs and Flax was second in
3:12.3.
The only third place for
Murray was a big disap-
pointment in which Jacobs
placed third in the 100-yard
dash with a 9.6. Williams won
in 9.4 while teammate Coveak
Moody of the Governors was
second in 9.6.
The 440-relay team placed
fifth and would have finished
much higher had not leadoff
man Stanford "Little Joe"
Patrick pulled a muscle.
But Patrick, who had
qualified to run in the finals of
the 100-yard dash, showed his
guts as he kept on running and
did not quit, even though in
great pain. Running the other
three legs were. Jacobs, Flax
and Patrnore Chatham.
Murray was clocked in 41.6.
Murray got two places in the
three-mile run with Brian
Rutter taking fifth in 14:06.8
while freshman Ralph Cheek
was sixth with a personal best
0E14:09.9. -- • -
The only place in the field
events on Tuesday was a sixth
by Kevin Caines in the triple
jump. Caines went 50-0 even.
A crowd of over 3,000
watched as the hometown
Austrn Peay team dethroned
12-year champion Western
Kentucky.
The Peay rolled up 119
points while Middle Tennessee
was second with 87 and
Western was third with 82s.
Other team scores included
Tennessee Tech 58, Eastern
Kentucky 50, Murray State 48,
East Tennessee 42 and
Morehead 404s.
Middle Tennessee took
honors in the tennis as the
Blue Raiders dethroned
Western Kentucky. Scores
were: Middle 30, Western 22,
Morehead 14, Eastern 12,
Austin Peay 9, Tech 8, Murray
6 and East Tennessee 4.
In the number three singles,
Murray's Roger Westfall fell
6-2 and 6-1 in the. finals to
Western's Svante Malmsten.
East Tennessee, one of the
nation's top golf teams,
cruised loan incredible win in
the golf competition held at
Fall Creeks Falls, l'n.
The Bucs rolled to a 33-
stroke margin of victory over
runnerap Miekile Tennessee,
East Tennessee shot an even
par 866 for the 54 holes of golf.
The Bucs' Skeeter Heath
won the individual title for the
second consecutive year as he
fired a 212 on rounds of 74, 67
and 71.-. _ _,•
Team scores were: East
Tennessee 866, Middle Ten-
nessee 899, Morehead 905,
Eastern Kentucky 908. Austin
Peay 914, Western Kentucky
914, Tech 919 and Murray 927.
Although the results of the
race for the All-Sports Trophy
in the OVC are not completed,
it would probably be safe to





Athletic Booster Chits will
meet at 8 p. Ens Thursday at
Calloway County High School.
All interested persons are
urged to attend the meeting.
AUTO SERVICE
••••
For Mort Good Years In Your Car
• Oil & Lube
88
Up to 5 qts. of maior
brand 10130 grade oil
• Complete chassis lubrication, oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts &
smooth, quiet performance
• Please phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks







Excludes front- wheel drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment
correction - to increase tire mileage
and improve steering safety • Preci-
sion equipment, used by experienced




88 Add $4for 8 cyl ,;2 for
air cond.I cyt.
24 less for cars with Electronic ignition
• Our mechanics electronically fine-
tune your engine • New points, plugs
& condenser • Test chargingIstarting
systems, adjust carburetor • Helps
maintain a smooth running engine •
Includes Datsun, Toyota, VW & light
trucks.
Brakes-
Your Choice88 pA :gist lent; tar la
if needed.
2-Wheal Front Disc: Install new front disc brake pad
• Repack and inspect front wheel bearings • map
hydraulic system and rotors (does not include re
s, heels)
OR
a-Wheel Drum-Type: Install new brake linings all
,ur wheels • Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect
,rake hydraulic systim, add fluid.
The Goodyear Promise:
1. We do professional work 2. We do only the work you authorize
3. We return worn-out parts
AMERICA'S BEST-SELLING TIRE
'Custom Power Cushion Polyglas'
'Custom Power Cushion
Polyglas' - America's
best-selling tire, so no
wonder this belted
performer is used on so











Plus $1.75 to $3.03 F.E.T.,
depending on size.
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolvmq Charge
• Our Own Customs, Cnrckt Plan
• master Charge • BeynkArnericard
• meoc,an E•wess Morsty Card
• Carta Blanche • Diners Clot,
•
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.
721 S. 12th St 315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Statehne
Murray, Ky Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fulton, Ky.
753-0595 247-3711 442-5464 472-1000
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SAFE AT THE PLATE- Catcher Mickey Mc(vision of the Tigers slides in safe at home on a
pitch Ws give Alarm High an early 10 lend in their win against Marshall County.
Nuggets Trail By One
Game, Edge By Nets
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) — When
they needed it most, the
Denver Nuggets rediscovered
the formula that had produced
such successful results during
the regular season.
With balanced scoring, a
fast break offense, pressing
defense and a patented third-
quarter blitz, the Nuggets
fought back into contention in
the American Basketball
Association championship
series, beating the New York
Nets 118-110 Tuesday night.
The victory trimmed the
Nets' advantage in the best-of-
seven series to 3-2. Game Six
is scheduled for Thursday
night at Uniondale, N.Y. A
seventh game, if necessary,
would be played in Denver
Sunday.
A number of Denver
players, including rookie
David Thompson, were
convinced that a seventh
game would, indeed, be
required.
"I think we have a great
chance of winning the next
game," said Thompson, who
scored nine of Denver's 42
points in the big third quarter.
If we play as well as we did
tonight, especially in the third
quarter, we'll beat them for
sure."
The Nuggets appeared on
the brink of extinction when,
beset by turnovers and poor
shooting, they dropped 16
points behind the Nets in the
second period. Brian Taylor
scored on three straight
lay•ups to highlight a 12-point
spurt by the Nets.
But Denver was revived by
a brilliant performance from
Gus Gerard, who came off the
bench to score eight straight
Denver points and help the
Nuggets reduce the deficit to
six points at the half.
"Gus kept us in the game in
the first half," said Denver
Coach Larry Brown. "In the
second half we went to work to
initiate the tempo and over-
play defensively."
Its feared fast break in high
gear, Denver hit eight of its
first 11 shots in the third
period and pulled out to a 16-
point lead by the end of the
stanza. Guard Chuck Williams
had 10 points and the Nuggets
shot 68 per cent during the
period.
New York played catch-up
the final quarter but, despite
the efforts of Julius Erving
and John Williamson, got no
closer than four points, at 114-
110, with 55 seconds left". The
Net rally fell short when
Denver playmaking guard
Monte Towe drove the lane
and scored with 33 seconds
left, and Dan Issel added a
layup with five seconds
remaining.
Williamson, in foul trouble
most of the game, came off the
bench early in the final period
after Taylor was ejected for
throwing a punch at Towe. He
tossed in 18 of his game-high
37 points.
"Denver came out really
smokin' in the second half,"
said Erving, who also paced
all rebounders with 15. "We let
the game swing in their
direction."
New York Coach Kevin
Loughery agreed. "We let
them back in the game in the
second half, then we got in foul
trouble," he said.
Issel and Ralph Simpson led
the Denver attack with 21
points each. Williams added
20, Thompson 19 and Bobby
Jones 17.
L
Boston Red Sox Are
14„ Becoffling Red Faces
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Red Sox are fast
becoming the Boston Red
Faces.
'•We're certainly not hitting
the way we can as a team,"
bemoans Manager Darrell
Johnson. "The consistency is
not as it should be."
The Red Sox continue to
play the worst baseball in the
American League — Tuesday





got a scare on their home
tennis courts Tuesday af-
ternoon but the Tigers sur-
vived with a 5-4 win over Lone
Oak.
Murray High broke even in
the singles, winning three and
losing three.
Mel Purcell, playing at
number one, crushed Phillip
Foster 8-0 while at number
two, Kim Trevathan romped
Jeff Clark 8-2.
The Tigers' first singles loss
was at number three where
Rob Echols defeated Brad
Boone 8-4. At number four,
David Wilkins of Lone Oak
upended Mark Homra of the
Tigers 8-2.
Ashley Smock, an eighth
grader, won his number five
match for the Tigers by
edging Mark Schlapbach 8-5
At number six, eighth grader
Mickey Cochran fell 8-3 to
Barry Tidwell.
In the number one doubles,
Purcell-liomra defeated
Foster-Tidwell 8-2 while at
number two, Trevathan-
' Boone won 8-3 over Clark-
Wilkins. The only loss came at
the third spot where Smock-
Cochran fell 8-6 to Echols and
Doug Stroud.
The Tigers are now 7-0 on
the season and will play at
: Marshall County Thursday
the Cleveland Indians for their
10th straight setback.
That hasn't happened in
Boston since 1960 and ob-
viously not in the talent-rich
reign of Johnson, who led the
Red Sox to the American
League pennant last season.
-We're leaving our best
players out there and giving it
everything just trying to play
our game," said Johnson.
"You can't always score a lot
of runs or get good pitching.
But when we have one, we
don't seem to have the other "
Alan Ashby slammed a
.hree-run home run and Pat
Dobson and Stan Thomas
combined to pitch a five-hitter
as Cleveland extended
Boston's losing string. Dob-
son, 3-3, gave up three runs in
the first inning before settling
down. With one out, Denny
Doyle reached first on an
error by second baseman
Duane Kuiper, Fred Lynn
singled and Carlton Fisk
followed with his second
homer of the year.
Cleveland got back one run
off Boston starter Ferguson
Jenkins, 1-5, in the first inning.
Buddy Bell walked with two
out and Rico Carty doubled
him home. Jenkins nursed the
3-1 lead until the seventh when
Carty doubled, George
Hendrick beat out an infield
hit and with two out Ashby
lined a drive into the right
field stands.
Tigers 4, Yankees 3
Gary Sutherland's two-run
single with two out in the ninth
inning capped a three-run
rally that lifted Detroit over
New York. Rusty Staub
opened the ninth with a double
and came around on an infield
out and a sacrifice fly by
Aurelio Rodriguez. Pinch-
hitter Dan Meyer and Torn
Veryzer singled and moved up
on a wild pitch by Ed
Figueroa, 2-2, who had
allowed only four hits until the
ninth Sutherland then
bounced his game-winning hit
Miller: No Compensation Should Be Paid
To Team Which Is Losing Free Agent Player
NEW YORK (AP) — When
is a free agent not a free
agent?
When his new team is forced
to compensate his old team,
says Marvin Miller, executive
dirrtor of the Major League
Baseball Players Association.
Miller's union, currently
bargaining with the owners'
negotiating committee on a
new labor contract, says there
should be no compensation to
the club losing the free agent
player.
up the middle.
Orioles 5, Brewers 2
Ken Singleton doubled home
two first-inning runs and Lee
May slapped a two-run single
in the third, sparking
Baltimore over Milwaukee.
Mike Cuellar, 1-2, who entered
the game with an 11.20 ERA,
checked the Brewers on two
runs and five hits through the
first six innings. Wayne
Garland finished up for
Baltimore with three hitless
innings as the Brewers lost
their third game in a row and
fifth in six starts.
Royals 6, Twins 3
George Brett, swinging the
hottest bat in the American
League, knocked in the go-
ahead run with his third hit of
the game as Kansas City
snapped a 3-3 tie in the seventh
inning and went on to defeat
Minnesota. It was the fourth
straight game that the Royals'
22-year-old third baseman,
who is batting over .350, has
had three hits.
Rangers 6, White Sox 5
Toby Harrah's bases-loaded
sacrifice fly with none out in
the bottom of the ninth inning
lifted Texas over Chicago.
Juan Beniquez tripled off loser
Dave Hamilton to start the
ninth-inning rally and Lenny
Randle and Mike Hargrove
were purposely walked.
Reliever Pete Vuckovich
served up the pitch to Harrah,
who drove it to medium center
field and the sliding Beniquez
beat the throw to the plate
A's 6. Angels 4
Pinch-hitter Ken McMullen
singled in two runs as Oakland
scored four times in the eighth
inning to beat California. The
Angels took a 3-2 lead into the
eighth with relief pitcher Dick
Drago on the mound. With one
out, Billy Williams walked and
Bert Campaneris doubled.
McMullen faced Paul Hart-
zell, who was called in from
the bullpen. McMullen lined a
single to left and Tim Hosely
followed with his first home
run of the season to score two
more runs.
The owners' current
position is that the free agent's
new club must pay the old club
a figure that could reach
$270,000. That figure breaks
down to double the player's
salary, stopping at a
maximum base of $75,000, plus
$5,000 times the old club's
rank in attendance.
An eight-year player, for
example, making $75,000 or
more for a team with the
lowest attendance in the
league, would have the
tuniperisatiun price tag of
$270,000 — $150,000 plus
$120,000. Veterans of more
than eight years would have
the $270,000 figure reduced
each succeeding year by
adjustments of one-third.
Miller contends a top-dollar
figure would be a deterrent to
the other 23 clubs dealing with
the free agent.
A similar policy of
compensation in pro football,
the Rozelle Rule, was struck
down as illegal because it
effectively replaced the
chains on free agents.
In the National Basketball
Association's landmark
settlement of its labor
disputes, the league has
agreed to drop any com-
pensation claim for signing
free agents after the 1981
season.
Reached in Chicago, John
Gaherin, chief bargainer for
the owners, said, "We think
this proposal is a fair and
equitable one.
The cumpensation issue is
Just one of the things
bothering Miller in
management's current
proposal, which the owners
are analyzing in meetings
today in Chicago. Miller,
meanwhile, has scheduled a
series of 24 meetings begin-
ning Thursday and spaced
over the next six weeks for the
purpose "of bringing players
up to date and to learn from
them how they want to
proceed."









in all weather, strong in hot




Replace that old leaky muf-
fler and increase your gas
efficiency- hurry to take ad-








Non-stick blades cut quick-
ly, cleanly Runs 30-40














i;enuine imported English chamois




Big features in bantamweight, ball
bearing reel RH or L.H retrieve
90yds.10-1b.testline 3416 33X131.
FLAT INTERIOR LATEX
Gives a soft velvety finish to wallboard, most
wallpaper, plastered walls and ceilings and
concrete basement walls. Covers most 261r-
faces in just one coat Dries in thirty minutes
without leaving a penny odor. Clean toolswith soap and water. Choice of white or
eight subtle colors 1134
OUR 3 PAINT FACTORIES SAVE YOU MONEY!
We make our own high quality paints in 3 Tru- Test Paint fac
tortes. So INF save money on manufacturing, distributing and











Rugged Tot White interior















Ow brightest seerie-teee finish
for ceilings. tlert-yeihrwing ;
high-hieing. Odes le 30 min-
wittiest perste oder
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(AP)—The help wanted sign is
still hanging outside Kentucky
basketball Coach Joe Hall's
office and only "quality
people" need apply.
Hall already has signed
three, new players for next
year's squad and has three
more slots to fill, "although I
doubt very seriously if we'll
fill them all," he said.
The coach of last season's
National Invitation Tour-
nament winners won't say
what kind of players he has on
his mind, but adds that he's
"still recruiting, still talking
to some players."
Already signed are 6-foot-4
Tim Stephens of McCreary
County, 6-1 1-2 Jay Shidler of
Lawrenceville, Ill., and 6-6
Lavon Willians of Denver.
"We're just interested in
quality people. If we can
improve our squad with what
we feel are quality athletes
that can play for us at any
position, we would be in-
terested," Hall said.
Pondering injuries and
illnesses that wore Kentucky
very thin last season, Hall said
he usually tries to have 13 or 14
players in good health who are
ready to play at all times.
"Right now, we're 13 in
depth but you have to an-
ticipate some players being ill
at times or one thing or
another," he said.
Like Kentucky football
Coach Fran Curci, Hall
doesn't like to fill all the
scholarships he has allotted.
"I like to be flexible," he said.
"You never know. You can
pick someone up at the last
minute or have room for
someone who comes on and
proves himself and is in need
of some help," Hall said.
Kentucky started last
season with three "big
men"—Mike Phillips, Rick
Robey and Danny Hall, all
closing in on the seven-foot
mark. Phillips was alone as
the big man when the season
ended.
Robey injured a knee just
after the new year started
and, except for some vain
efforts in a couple of games,
saw no further action,
although he could have played
in the NIT if he had been
needed.
Hall left the squad in mid-




HARTFORD, Conn. 1API —
The New England Whalers put
the pressure on Houston in the
final period of their World
Hockey Association playoff
game Tuesday night, but the
Aeros kept their cool.
"We almost blew it, but our
guys hung in there when it
counted," said Houston Coach
Bill Dine-n after watching his
team almost blow a three-goal
third-period lead before
outlasting the Whalers 4-3.
Houston's victory tied the
best-of-seven U.S. Division
final series at two games
apiece. The teams meet in
Game Four Thursday night in
Houston and return to Hart-
ford for Game Six on Satur-
day.
The Popiel brothers,
defenseman Paul and winger
Jan, staked the Aeros to a 3-0
first-period lead, Paul con-
necting on two power play slap
shots from the left point and
Jan hitting on a wrist shot
from the right circle.
New England trimmed one
goal off that lead on Brad
Selwood's second power play
tally from the right point, but
Terry Ruskowski made it 4-1
with his fourth playoff goal at
14:21 of the second stanza.
Torn Webster's power play
goal, his seventh of the
playoffs, cut the Houston lead
to 4-2 at 2:31 of the third period
and then Gordie Roberts
connected at 10:41 to cut the
deficit to one goal.
At the time of Roberts' goal,
the Whalers had outshot the
Aeros by a 9-1 margin and
were putting all kinds of
pressure on Houston goalie
Ron Grahame.
"We had plenty of chances.
to tie it. but couldn't get the




One big plus for next season
is that the Wildcats will lose
only one player by graduation,
Reggie Warford.
He was the lone recruit four
years ago in the confusion
between Adolph Rupp's
retirement and the hiring of
Hall to replace him.
By JERRY GARRVIT
AP Motorsports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS i API —
"Heck, the rookie test isn't
anything terrific in the way of
speed," said a confident Janet
Guthrie.
But another rookie, Eddie
Miller, proved the speed could
be terrifying.
Miller started the final half
of his rookie test Tuesday
after Miss Guthrie had
finished the first half of her
test, mandatory for allfookies
entered in the Indianapolis
500-mile auto race.
Gliding smoothly around the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
at about 167 mlles per hour on
the seventh of 20 laps, Miller's
Off enhauser-powered Eagle
started to slide sideways
corning out of the first turn.
It careened into a drainage
ditch, launching the car over a
five-foot photographer's
fence. It bounced once, flew
high in the air over an eight-
foot spectator's fence, and
landed upside down less than
five feet from a crowded
spectator grandstand. The car
wedged into another fence
which prevented the auto from
plunging down a 20-foot
tunnel.
"I can't remember a car
getting that far out of the
ballpark since 19n," said ont.
veteran U.S. Auto Club of-
ficial.
The spectacular accident
demolished the car and
trapped Miller, 31, from
Lakewood, Colo., inside the
battered cockpit for nearly 20
minutes.
Miller suffered a broken
neck, but his condition was
given as "excellent ... con-
sidering" by his doctor.
Miss Guthrie, who did not
see the accident, was
philosophical.
"You accept the risks in this
ganie," said Miss Guthrie,
who planned to complete the
final phase of her rookie test
today. "I saw someone die at
Watkins Glen. So I know ..."
It will take a speed of
probably at least 180 m.p.h. to
make the May 30, 81 million
race, and the rookie test
speeds are considered safely
slow. But Miss Guthrie aifid
she could see how something
might go wrong.
"When you're trying not to
go as fast as you can, you lose
your concentration — and
you're not going all that slow
that you can afford to lost it,"
she said, "I don't know if
that's what happened to
Eddie, but I know I was bored















































°me items not exacti as •ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more fishing items than any other area store.. .all at discount prices
Now At Below Wholesale
No. Rkfl-44O



















• HEAVY DEITY SHAFT
& BON MOUNT
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Kills germs by millions on
contact.
14 oz. Bottle
Adjustable from 200 watts up to 900 watts 4

































36 Self sbarpenmg surgical steel taxies twice as
many u ever before No nicks, no cuts Raw'









































-.13 h. p. chain drive.
:j169.95. 5 h. p. chain















Approilmatelv 12.000 so ft
of rental space available at
2n0 and Poplar Streets.
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp , Murray,
Ky , Phone 753-1312.
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Part Time and Full
Time Cooks. Apply in


















This is a permanent
position, offers excellent
pay and fringe benefits,
including company paid




need apply. Call Mr.
Gene Smith 502-753-4926
or send resume to
Vanderbilt Chemical




form car pool to
Paducah. Call 753-4024
























Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
14. Want To Buy
WANTED DARK FIRED
tobacco plants. Call 901-
247-5304 after 6 p. m.
SET OF BUNK beds. Call
753-1775.
ONE GOOD USED twin
size box springs. Call
489-2510.
WANTED 9" or 10" table
saw. Prefer Craftsman
or Rockwell. Call 753-
5459.
15. Articles For Sale
GOOD USED 220, 16,000
BTU air conditioner.
Never used range hood.
Call 753-4684.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do With Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western






Can be seen at 502 South
iith or call 753-8410 after
5p. m.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
SLAB AND TOMATO
stakes. Call 753-9811.
USED 20 ft. oak rafters,
used barbed wire, used-




$100.00. Braided rug, 9 x
12, oval, all nylon,
$75.00. Phone 753-6502.
ONE DR. SEUSS twin
size bed with canopy.
Lined drapes for one
long window in Dr.
Seuss stripes. Also 2











Rugged Tut White interiot
cleans as easy as glass)
Brown porcelain-on-alu







BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
COKE MACHINE used
very little, like new with
20 cent changer Contact
Howard Brandon, 753-
4383.
15 Articles for Sale
TOMAOTE STAKES, also






living room set. Call 753-
0791.
TWO GREEN VELVET













and Service, 500 Maple




















730 Case tractor, three




TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both from
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
FOUR ROW FORD drill,
3 point hitch tool bar







back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
141-2 FT. DEEP BOT-
TOM, Jon Boat, with 33
h. p. Evinrude, depth
finder, trolling motor
and anchor mate. Call
753-2364.






compound bow, 50-60 lb.
Including bow quiver,
sight and berger button.
Call 753-2228
APPLEBY TENT trailer.
Like new $350.00. Also




Phone 753-8257 after 4:00
p.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
15' BOMBER BASS boat,
50 h. p. Johnson,
Lawrence depth finder,
trolling motor. Like












Plastic put under house







i- Kelley's Terri 'P& Pest Con'
100 South 13 Sr, ee'
Flies, Roaches






Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732 i, red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTR F-SS ES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









Chevy 250 cu. in.
engine. $100.00. Call
753-4699.
ONE PHILCO 12,000 BTU
air conditioner, $75.00.
One 35mm camera with
135 mm lens. One pocket
scanner, has antenna
and adapter. $50.00. Call
753-7429.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim, $54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.













color 21" T.V. Good
condition. Large floor
clock . tall 753-7019.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2
lots in Croppie Hollow
Call 436-2505
ATRRACTIYE 1972
Homette 12 60, located
in town, anchored.
underpinned and fur-
nisherl. plus central air.
washer and dryer. Call
753-9364.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.




lot. Located on Route 6,
Box 58A, Pottertown




12 x 56 Viceroy. In
Roberts Estate off 94 E.
100' frontage x 200' deep.
Can be seen by ap-
pointment. C11753-4964.
28. Heati g & Cooling
23,000 BTU air con-
ditioner. $125.00. Also
8,000 BTU. Call 753-0762.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.















ONE 12x60 trailer and one
10 x 55 trailer. See Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. Dill,
Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance, or 413
Sycamore St. No phone
calls please.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT house
outside of Murray. Call
753-1495.
LOOKING for 2 bedroom
house with yard. No
pets. Please call 753-
9346.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
RESPONSIBLE
FAMILY would like .to
lease 4 or 5 bedroom
home within 20 miles of
Murray. Will consider
older home if good
condition. Call Troy
Young at Kroger bet-




house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.






heat and air, patio.
$150.00 per month. Call
7a3-7550.
FURNISHED APART-






Call 753-3864, or 753-6944.

































apartment. May be seen





33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR college
students. Call 753-8821
34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
OLDER house with













air, and vacuum. $200.00
month available now
Call 753-7410 after 4.
37 Livestock Suciplies
PERFORMANCE
TESTED La and la blood
Simrnental and Maine-
Anjon bulls. All bulls
ready for service, also
b2 blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with 3,4
blood calves at side.
Broadbent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 235-
5182 night 235-5170.
THREE YEAR OLD 1300









lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
REGISTERED ONE St.
Bernard 2a2 year old
dog, and two Wire-
Haired Fox Terriiers,
3b2 years old and 7 years
old. Must sell. Call 753-
6236 after 5:30.
WHITE FEMALE
Poodle, 3 years old, very
lovable. $35.00."Call 436.-
2516.
After June 1, 1976, a 10% penalty
will be added to the purchase of
Motor Vehicle License and Business
Privilege Licenses. The City aeries
office will be open until 6:00 p. m.





Texas grapefruit, $5.00 a
box. Call Bill at 436-5519.
41 Public Sales
BACKYARD SALE South
9th and Pogue, Thur-
sday and Friday 9 to 5p.
m. Ladies, men and
baby, clean clothing.
Small electrical ap-




DAY, May 15. 8-? In
Kirksey on Highway 299
Blair products and other
items.
43 Reel Estate
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Are you looking for
country living, 3b2 miles
from town? I have
several beautiful 3 acre
lots for sale at the
corner of the Squire
Workman and Ezell Rd.,
east of Murray. Call




ei ewe ei Hee law',
lecetteas 3 beeroorst, 2
arras. has tinfoil i-oent and
ihaniq arse cambia's!, dial
kircies Die hest Han ter
fite money as team, s
alertiet
Give Mot
as Noss 2 acre weeded let at
a nice 2 hiestroasa block with
air aseelens ceaseareiscsis.







new 3 bedroom, 1/2 bath
brick home. Central
heat and air, double
garage, wall to wall
carpetin
den and fireplace. Enjoy
your morning coffee
while your built-in range
cleans itself. For a
coffee break with us and
an appointment to see
this lovely home call 753-




this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Main S..
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or ;
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exc:usive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our




•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*If ADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
WAI LIS DRUG
Auction Sale
Thursday night Mary 13, at 6 p.m.
211 N. Brewer St., Paris, Tenn,
At Brown & Sons Plumbing and Electric Supply.







Every Friaoy Might, 641 Auction Mouse, Poris, Tenn.
This week: wagon wheels, marble top walnut
dresser, drop leaf table, crocks, milk cans, gar-
den tiller, old shot gun, square oak dining table,
oak center table, knee hole desk, odd chairs, ket-
tles, glass, and lots*more.
Shorty McBride No. 247 Auctioneer.
II
rea,a & 1/4I4 4 &tag
Rx-it,issetaist
Set . 9ee.t4.• 7e./Pie.
5‘,44/41f .5fre.441.1
H, CO. HAM & CHICKEN DINNERS. SERVED
FAMILY STYLE INCLUDING SALAD BAR AND
ALL THE TRIMMINGS. JUST $4.50 EA.
ALSO




Saturday, May IS, at Paris, Tenn.
• II. lee T Odle kiritiasal place as tbe
Alegi 1 ask free floe old city aeifiteriona.
Household and antiques, old clock, aladdin lamp,
old china doll, ten piece toilet set between 75 and
100 years old perfect condition, jugs, churns, ket-
tles, lamps, lots of glass, most all kinds
























































k with us and
tment to see
home call 753-






























r come by our





























HAVE HOUSES will sell -
Three new 3 bedroom,
brick homes with 2
baths, central heat and
air, carpets, built-ins in
kitchen, one with
oversized 2 car garage, 2
with 1 car garage. Two
have 1575 sq. ft. living
area and one1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four











Owner will finance on
land contract, $400.00
down, balance 8 per cent
interest for 36 months.
Payments would be only
$63.00 per month.
Contact KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main, 753-
1222.
46. Homes For Sale
A LOT OF house for the






3,000 sq. ft., split foyer, 3
bedroom brick. Living
room, dining room,
kitchen, 3 baths, den,




car garage, 60 ft. red-
wood deck. Hardwood








Price to sell at
$10,000. Phone 753-
0675.






Friday, Saturday May 14 and 15
8 to 12.
Admission S1.50










Call 753-8749 or 753-8799.
Brightly decorated

































Apartment house and duplex just across the street









kitchen and living room,
bath and utility room,
electric heat or wood
stove, extra good well.
Also 2 7-10 acres with
smoke house and stable
with small pond, also
large block building
with concrete floor.
Could be used for extra
income. This building is
on nice corner lot
location. Call 474-2701.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA SL125. G. E.
Quadraphonic System.
Call 753-0148 or 753-5750.
YAMAHA 250 YZ, good
 condition. Call 753-1484.
AL 3.511 HONDA, 8,000






Coney shocks. Less than
200 miles. Call 522-8469,
Cadiz, Ky.
1974 HONDA 550, 4
cylinder, 3,000 miles,
excellent condition. Best
offer. Trailer No. 8 at
Shady Oaks after 4 p.m.
1974 CB360 HONDA, real
nice with extras -less
than 1000 miles. Call 436-
2548.
1975 HONDA 400, four
cylinder, must sell Call
753-8445.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 VW SQUAREBACK
air conditioned, one
owner, $1,295. Call 753-
4445.
1968 BUICK ELECTRA,
needs work, make offer.




31( 3E" X 310
KS)NCE (C0 1 RE NOT RUNNING, GO 50mE-
PLACE. ELSE TO NOT WI IT."























1972 HONDA CAR. Good
condition. . 40 mpg.
$950.00. Call 753-2329
1972 DATSLIN 1200, good
condition. Call 753-9364.
1938 FORD pickup truck,
runs, licensed. Eight
cylinder. Call 733-1440.
1969 CUSTOM S, runs
good, $600. Call 753-7679




1971 VOLVO 4 door, 164
Series, 4 speed, good
condition, great on gas.
Call 437-4738.
1969 BUICK WILDCAT, 4









6575 ask for Rusty or 753-
0771 after 9 p. m
FOR SALE TRAIL
mobile 32' all steel flat
bed. Tandem axle semi-
trailer. $850.00. Call 502-
382-2262.
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m
$100 For Your Old
TV or Stereo
New 25" Magnavox Color TV
Sale Price 649w
For Your TV- 100
Difference C 49°7
New Magnavox Stereo Console
Sale Price 5399%





19" Color TV 516'
25" Color Console  12"
21" B/W TV  1000
12" B/W TV  504'
Stereo Console  12"
Ovation Guitar  1500
Spinet Piano  14"
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 LTD FORD, loaded,
new tires. Call 436-5366
1970 MERCURY MON-
TERRAY, some rust.
Best offer. Call 436-2378.
1946 CHEVROLET













19'14 FOLD-OUT, 'deeps 6,
canopy, swing _iut stove.
Phone 753-1986
TRAVEL TRAILER
hitch, 1,000 It E-ze lift.
Three heads, stabilizer,
bolt on. Call 474-8824.
16' TRAILER, camper.















haul gravel and top soil.
Call 753-9398.
JUNK CARS picked up,
scrap iron. Call 753-6477.
Marshall and Calloway
County.
YES, WE ARE GOING to
be hauling hay again
this year. Call 753-6477.
PAINTING OR LABOR.
Excellent workmanship,
reasonable rates, full or









yard Nor: done. Call
753-2732.
















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.







4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,







drying. Call 753-5827 or
753-9618.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the
hour or job. Free
estimates. Call 753-
8343.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.































$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge







24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding









. (ell 753 SSH
WILL DO FARMWORK,




When you need supplies
equipment Of service call ics
Cleaning is what we lino•
host We base steam cleaners
and oche, cleaning equipment
los ,.nr or 4 you prefer we





rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
Our prices start at $386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready In use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-ePatios, Carports. Portable offices, Mini-
cottages, and boat Socks. For the Best for Less,
Visit. CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABI,E
BUIIIHNGS on Cherry Corner Pottertovrn Road
(the old Filets Cemetery Road) . Cat! 753-0964.
51. Services Offered










753-6316 anytime or 753-
3640 after 4 p. m.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
54. Free Column
FREE TO GOOD HOME.
Half Cocker, half
miniature Collie. Four
months old. Dog house
and accessories go with





old. Black with white
spot on chest. Very
friendly, will make an
ideal house pet. Call 753-
7869.
BLACK AND TAN pups,
make good pets, 5













• Gas tank repair
• Complete tune-up and
electrical repair.
•Carburator Repair
•Muffler and broke service













20,000 BTU  s39000
24,000 BTU  '45995
LAYAWAY NOW-SS WILL
NOW ONTIt NNE 30th
Open House
Saturday and Sunday, May 15-16, 2-5 p.m.
11111 NM ROO









Chestnut St. 733-757S Murray, Ky.
1534121
George Gallagher 711 Main Phone1113-1222 Sus.
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Funerals
Mrs. Earl ( Wilma ) Hopkins
of Paducalt„.sister of Larry
Perkins of Dexter Route One,
died Tuesday at six p.m. in the
Cardiac Care Unit of Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased was 48 years
of age and was stricken ill on
Saturday. She was a member
of a Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Earl Hopkins; parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Perkins,
Mayfield; one son, Ray
Hopkins, U. S. Navy, South
Carolina; one daughter, Mrs.
Bonnie Cathey, and one
grandson, Trevor Cathey,
Paducah; two brothers, Larry
Perkins, Dexter Route One,
and Keith Perkins, Mayfield;
three sisters, Mrs. Gus
Barclay, Mayfield, Mrs.
Freddie Arrington, Wickliffe,
and Mrs. Virgil Upton, Los
Angeles, Calif.
The Lindsey Funeral Home
of Paducah will have charge
of the funeral and burial




Funeral services for Mrs.
Stella Adams of Hazel Route
Two are being held today at
2:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
with Dr. William P. Mullins,
Jr., officiating.
Burial will follow in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Adams, age 86, died
Sunday at 9:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was born Sep-
tember 22, 1886, and was the
daughter of the late Billy Orr
and Minerva James Orr.
Survivors are one brother-
in-law, Genie Adams, Hazel
Route Two; one niece, Mrs.
Pearl Paschall, Hazel Route
One; three nephews, Milford
Orr, Hazel Route Two, A. C.
Orr, Washington, D. C., and
Richard Orr.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 358.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.0 down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.4,
no change.
Below darn 303.3, up 0.2.







other law enforcement agency
or individual and any
prosecution witness that could
conceivably influence the
witness' testimony."
;In accordance with Jer-
man's rulings, Guinn is also
entitled to information per-
taining to any confession or
statement made by Colsen, to
information concerning any
evidence uncovered by the
prosecution which may in-
dicate Colsen's innocence, and
to a list of all witnesses whose
names do not appear on
Colsep:s indictment.
Jerman also changed the
date for the exeuct ion of
convicted murderer Terry
Mitchell Compton, convicted
in January of first degree
murder in the death of
prominent Henry County
farmer Travis Lax.
Jerman had originally set
the exeuction date for July 8,
but changed it Monday to Aug.
16 so defense attorneys would
have time to follow appeal
procedures.
Convicted of second degree
murder in the same case was
Donald Ray Scott, who was
sentenced to 20 years in the
state penitentiary.
Pnees of stock of local enterer( * no
WI'. today. healsbed to the Ledger it
Tones by Ftre o Alictuart. torp .
Murray areas loaves
U.S. Homes 9
Ka Leman & Broad .......
Ponderosa Systems .... 104. -ors
Kimberly Clark , 12 UDC
Union Carbide  73'4 +134,
W.R. Grace 27% +44
Tezaco   274k -44
General Elec.  5234
GAF Corp. . 15 -4 'w
Georgia Pacific ... .   54% unc
Pfizer  . ...... 29 -44
Jirn Walters  4211 +0.
Kirsch 16 unc
Dtsney .... . . 5541 -44
Frankhn Mint 3331 +44
Industrial Avg .94
Airco 274, -44
Amer. Motors  unc
AT&T  57'4 •Le
Ashland Oil  2941 -44
Ford .   SeN1
Gen Motors. 7044 +%
Gen. TIre 2041 -41
Goodrich 2741 .01
:WI Oil 25'4 4-14
t mn wait 34,4
q.aker Oat  254-k + 44
R e;sibbc Steel  36'1, -4k
Singer  211-4 .01
Tappan 1144 4-44






School of Calvary Temple
First Pentecostal Church of
God will sponsor a gospel sing
and rocking chair rock-a-thon,
Saturday, May 15, beginning
at 10:00 a.m., on Roses
Parking Lot.
The rock-a-thon will climax
at 8:00 p.m. with a gospel sing
featuring the Don Hendley
singers from Mayfield.
In case of rain the gospel
sing will be held at the church
located on Highway 641 South,
at 8:00p.m
Rummage Sale To Be
At Dexter Center
These students in the University of Kentucky College of Business and Economics
were honored recently for outstanding scholastic 
achievement. They are, from left, fir-
st row, fill G. Brown, Hartford: James M. Baker, 
Route 1, DeMossville, and Thomas J.
Martin, 20i Flanders Court, Louisville (40218). In the second 
row are J. Stanley Clark,
left, 112 Mt. Mercy Drive, Pewee Valley (40056), and 
Robert A. Pinkston, 1611 Magnolia
Drive, Murray. All are juniors at UK
(Continued from Page 1)
attorney general, any
Campaign Stops Inmember of his staff or any
A rummage sale has been
scheduled for Friday and
Saturday, May 14 and 15, at
the Dexter Community
Center.
FIRurs of the sale each day
will be from nine a.m. to three
p.m., according to members
of the Dexter Homemakers
Club, sponsor of the sale.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Kentucky campaign aides for
Republican Ronald Reagan
arid Democrat George
Wallace were busy until the
last moment ironing out
schedules for the arrivals of
both presidential candidates
in the state today.
Reagan and Wallace both
plan to be in Kentucky through
Thursday seeking support in
the state's first presidential
primary May 25.
President Ford, who hopes
to put a stop to Reagan's
recent gains in GOP
primaries, is scheduled for a
campaign stop in Louisville on
Friday.
Reagan was scheduled to fly
in from Boise, Idaho, today, Bluegrass Field at 11 a.m.
arriving at the London, Ky., After a brief public welcome
airport at 2:30 p.m., Olney .and news conference, he is
Owen, his state campaign slated to depart for
manager, said Tuesday night. Lexington's Continental Inn,
where he is to speak at a
Rotary Club luncheon and to
hold another news conference.
Another television taping is
next on the agenda, then a
return to Bluegrass Field for a
flight to the Greater Cin-
cinnati Airport at Erlanger in
northern Kentucky.
Reagan is to arrive at
Greater Cincinnati Airport at
3 p.m. He is scheduled to
speak at a rally at the Serva,r
Flying Service and then meet
again with reporters before
his scheduled 4 p.m. departure
on a flight to Battle Creek,
Mich.
Wallace is scheduled to
the arrive Wednesday evening in
Ann Louisville, where he will
spend the night, campaign
spokesmer. said.
He has no public ap-
pearances scheduled Wed-
nesday night, but plans
television tapings and news
conferences, according to
Naylor Burnette, his state.
campaign chairman.
Wallace spokesmen
announced some changes in
the Alabama governor's
schedule for Thursday.
Wallace is to hold a news
conference at 10 a.m, at the




Dale Sights, Kentucky State
Chairman of the Carter for
_President Campaign, an-
nounced today that Gil Mathis
has been named Calloway
County chairman for the
"Jimmy Carter for
President" campaign. Mathis




Kelly Ellis and Bill Cherry.
Ms. Ellis, Calloway County
Juvenile Probation Officer,
was selected to be the
Calloway County CO-
chairperson of the Carter
campaign. Bill Cherry,
professor of agriculture at
Murray State, was named
treasurer of the Carter
campaign.
Those named to the steering
committee for the Carter
campaign include E. B.
Hosvton, Don Henry, Dan
Shipley, Jack Rose, Robert 0.
Miller, Betty Lowery, Sid
Easley, George Shoemaker.
Lynn Johnson, Ed Overby,
Mark Cunningham, George
Stockton, Charles Hale, and
Bill Whittaker,
Owen, reached by telephone
at his Lexington home, said
Reagan was to address a rally
at the London airport and then
fly to Louisville, arriving at
4:15 p.m.
The former California
governor planned a brief news
conference at the Falls City
Flying Service at Standiford
Field before departing for the
Ramada Inn.
Reagan is scheduled to
speak at a rally at 7 p.m. at the
Bluegrass Convention Center
at the Ramada, and to stay at
the inn overnight.
After taping television in-
terviews Thursday morning,
the candidate is to fly to
Lexington, arriving at
He is then scheduled to
address the luncheon meeting
ci the Kentucky Bar
Association at 1 p.m. before
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present the special music for
the Sunday night church
service at First Baptist
Church on May 16. They will
be directed by Joan Bowker,
music teacher in the Murray
City Schools, and ac-
companied by Mrs. Allene
Knignt.
These special choruses are
made up of third and fourth
WAVE Struck By
Electrical Union




radio during a strike- by 38





to meet Friday with a federal
mediator for further contract
negotiations.
Reagan And Wallace Plan
a campaign stop at Paducah.
He is scheduled to arrive at
Paducah at 2:15 p.m. (CDT).
He plans an airport news
conference there..,,before
departing at 3 p.m. (CDT) for
Lexington.
He is scheduled to arrive at
Bluegrass Field at 5:30 p.m.,
hold a news conference at the
airport, and then drive to
Richmond for a brief ap-
pearance at a Kentucky
Young Democrats meeting.
The Alabama Democrat is
to return to Bluegrass Field
and depart for Saginaw,









graders and have at least one
practice session per week in
addition to their regular music
period. The Orff and Kodaly
techniques of teaching music
are utilized in training these
children.
They will be singing the
following numbers for the
service: "Our America" (a
patriotic medley) by O'Hara;
"I Wonder How It Felt" by
Gaither; "Alleluia" by Grace
Nash (accompanied by the
Orff Instruments); "I Guess
God Thought of Everything"
by Gaither.
Carter Elementary Students
are: Jerry Broach, Amy
Carman, Jeff Downey, Missy
Dunn, Gary Gassam, Lanette
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
Senate panel will take
testimony from high-ranking
Army officers as it continues
to investigate a military
purchasing scandal in which
Army inspectors say they took
bribes and allowed meat
packers to ship inferior food to
military mess halls.
Six Army Health Services
Command and Veterinary
Corps officers were to testify




testified Monday they were
paid bribes and supplied with
the services of prostitutes by
'two New England meat
packing firms to keep them
from causing a "hassle" over
meat quality requirements in
Army contracts.
Witnesses also told the
Senate panel that the G & G
Packing Co. of Boston and
HANG ON, C.HARLIE BROWN'
I HAVE 6000 NEWS FOR










E JUST INSTALLED A,NEW
CL.ocH AT THE OFFicE
Hopkins, Molly Imes, Carruth
Kitrell, Sondra McClure, Cary
Miller, Amy Roos, Lynn
Roberts, Tina Shelton, Dana
Sills, Sabrina Smith, David
Snow, Susan Tharpe, Kathy
Turner, Donna Williams,
Rusty Wright, Lori Wynn.
Kevin Wolf, and Chris Young.
Robertson Elementary
Students are: Emily
Apperson, Julie Baker, Myles
Barnett Heidi Barrett, Steve




Jimmy Kelly, Todd Lawson,
Lisa Mikulcik, Laura Mon-
tgomery, Keven Richardson,
Raysha Roberts, Tracey
Blue Ribbon Frozen Foods of
Hamden, Conn., were using
ungraded and inferior cuts of
beef to fill Army orders for
choice steaks and roasts for
the military forces. The Army
was then billed for higher
priced cuts, witnesses said.
Subcommittee chairman
Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., said
the substitution of low quality
knuckle for top sirloin
sometimes netted the meat
packers $192,000 a day in
illegal profits during 1974 and
1975.
The two New England
packing firms, now closed,
were at one time supplying
about 20 per cent of the 100
million pounds of beef —
costing $250 million — pur-
chased for the military each
year.
Chiles said irregularites
uncovered by his panel have
been costing the tapayers
millions of dollars each year.
qOU FLOATING DOWN A
DRIVEWAY AND INTO AN ALLE41
BEHIND A SUPERMARKET!
Rogers, Amy Ross, Lee Alfri
Rushing, Caroling Schoen-
feldt, Allison Sears, Gretta





Federal State Market News Service May
12, I97k
Kehtuelf Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 936 Est. 360 Banyks &
Guts Steady Sows Steady .SO higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.. $49.0049.50 few 4935
US 1-3360-24011w. $48.50-49.00
US 2-4340-360 lbs 147.5048.50
US 3-4 205-2110 lbs.  46,50.47501 
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs. 93950-4050
US I-3300450 lbs.  940.50-41.50
US 1-3 450-6501bs. 141.5042.50
US 24306-500 lbs. 938,50-3950
Boats 33 00-35 00
Chiles said the Army
inspection system "works like
a Rube Goldberg invention"
and that the Pentagon
probably could do better by
hiring family shoppers living
near military installations and
giving them a shopping list to
use at the corner super-
market.
Part of the problem, Chiles
said, is that Pentagon
specifications for steaks,
roasts and hamburger are so
rigid that only about 32 of the
nation's 2,500 meat processers
bother to bid for Army con-
tracts.
"When only a handful of
companies bid on contracts,
and one of those companies
cheats the government, the
cheating company can un-
derbid its competitors, either
forcing honest meatpackers
out of the military meat
business, or forcing them to
cheat as well," he said.
THAT'S FUNNY-- I WAS
JUST GOING TO ASK
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Medical Technologists Rita McKee! and Sally Cox are performing blood tests on the
new Coulter Counter recently added to the laborators of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Researchers Say Insulin
May Actually Cause Blindness
RESTON, Va. t AP)
Researchers say the insulin
that has saved millions of
diabetics from death may
actually cause one of the
disease's most ravaging after-
effects — blindness.
The first indications that
insulin may be a two-edged
sword came in results of
studies with rhesus monkeys.
Test.. results were announced
here Sunday by researchers at
the University of California at
Los Angeles.
•'The results of our study
raise important questions
concerning whether insulin,
apart from its ability to
prolong life, may contribute to
the development of diabetic
proliferative ocular (eye)
disease," said Dr. Alan L.
Shabo.
Proliferative --diabetic
retinopathy is a disease seen
in various stages in the
majority of diabetics. As it
progresses, the disease can
result in bleeding inside the
eyeball, detached retinas and
other complications that can
severely hamper vision.
Shabo and other eye
specialists told a science
writers' seminar sponsored by
Research to Prevent Blind-
ness Inc. RPB) that insulin
has done diabetics much more
good than possible harm.
If further research
definitely links insulin and eye
disease, that would give clues
to the process bringing on the
ailment and could lead to
discovery of ways to reverse
or block the disease, they said.
Diabetes is a disease in
which the body's ability to
burn up sugar is hampered
because the pancreas does not
produce enough insulin. The
condition is controlled through
substituting insulin from
animals, mainly cows, or
through weight control and
diet.
RPB, a foundation sup-
porting eye research, says
statistics show some 10 million
Americans have diabetes —
half of these cases un-
diagnosed.
Among persons with
diabetes for more than 11
years, figures show the eye
disease present in various
stages in 64 per cent. For those
with diabetes for 15 to 20
years, more than 90 per cent
have eye disease.
Shabo said monkeys were
made allergic to insulin so
their bodies' defense systems
reacted to it. When insulin was
injected into the eyeballs of
the "sensitized" monkeys, he
said, they developed eye
disease "with many features
similar to those of diabetic
patients,'" '
In 1930, when animal insulin
was not in wide use, new cases
of diabetes blindness were less
than 1 per cent of the national
total, he said. But it now
accounts for more than 15 per




therapy, Shabo said, and "it is
often asserted that this in-
creased longevity accounts for
the increasing incidence" of
the eye disease.
The new findings cast doubt
on this explanation, he said.
Increased Concern For Employe
Safety Paying Off For DOT
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Increased concern for em-
ploye safety is paying off in
big dividends for the Kentucky
Department of Tran-
sportation.
According to a report just
released by state Tran-
sportation Secretary John C.
Roberts, departmental em-
ployes were involved in 1,113
on-the-job injuries in 1975 as
compared wa.h 1,221 during
1974. Accidents resulting in
lost work time also declined
from 465 in 1974 to 422 last
year.
One job-related fatality was
reported last year, which,
Roberts said, was the lowest
number for the department
and its predecessor — the old
Department of Highways —
since 1960.
Employe time lost due to
work-related injuries also was
down, from 7,420 days in 1974
to 6,996 last year.
Approximately 83 per cent
of all employe injuries
reported during 1975 were
attributed to unsafe acts. The
two biggest injury producers
were slips or falls 16 per
cent) and improper lifting
methods 112 per cent).
Parts of the body most often
injured — in order of
frequency — were the back,
fingers and eyes.
And while the 18-25 year-old
employe suffered the greatest
number of accidents, those
most likely to be injured — in
terms of work experience —
were not new personnel but
employes with 61 months or
more on the payroll.
District Five (Louisville)
was the winner of the
department's annual safety
award for achieving the
fewest number of days lost
from work-related injuries. Its
rate of only 23 days lost per
200,000 man hours worked was
a new record for the depar-
tment.
71 /PADUCAH Downtown M nnenstl
Crossroads
MAYFIELD On The. Square















Hot Lips Jean '18
Coin Collector Jean 1 9
NO-FAULT for GUYS
Fashion Big Bells '14 1(6
Hospital Search Begins For Nominee For




recently added to the Clinical
Laboratory of Murray-
('alloway County Hospital.
This sophisticated piece of
equipment performs seven
diagnostic tests on each blood
sample, a hospital official
explained. The previously
used semi-automated counter
performed only four of these
tests. The additional three
diagnostic tests determine the
cell indices that enable the
physician to more readily
classify the different types of
anemia.
"The Model 'S: Coulter
Hematology Counter has
many advantages over semi-
automated counters. Use of
this equipment decreases the
amount of time required to
perform blood tests and
provides the physician with
more information, thus
resulting in more efficient
operation of the clinical
laboratory and in better
patient care. An additional
benefit of the instrument is





FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Wanted by the Kentucky
Republican Party: A chair-
man who has the time, money
and ability to serve as an
effective spokesman.
Those are the ingredients
listed by former state GOP
Chairman Charles Coy of
Richmond, who heads a
nominating conunittee which
will make a recommendation
to the party's State Central
Committee.
But the time is short and the
maneuvering may be hectic
because of the visits of Ronald
Reagan to Kentucky Wed-
nesda):' and. -Thursday and
President Ford Friday. Both
are rivals in Kentucky's May
25 primary.
Coy said his group won't be
able to meet until just before
the scheduled convening of the
State GOP Central Committee
here Saturday.
We had hoped to get
together Friday evening, but I
think it is only fair that
everyone be given an op-
portunity to see and hear the
president," Coy said.
The search is for a suc-
cessor to state Sen. Clyde
Middleton, R-Covington. He is
leaving to devote more time to
his law practice and seek re-
election next year.
Candidates have not exactly
been beating at the party door,
officials acknowledge
privately.
Coy, who has just started
canvassing his nominating
committee by telephone, said
he believes the party needs a
strong, fulltime leader,
preferably someone finan-
cially independent enough to
spend the next two years
guiding the party to the ex-
clusion of other duties.
"I think it's grossly unfair
that the Republican Party has
been in the situation—by
reason of Clyde's legislative
service and other problem-
s—where Larry Van Hoose
(GOP executive director) has
had occasionally to be its
spokesman," Coy com-
mented.




manship is served without
pay. The Democrats pay
$25,000 a year.
Van Hoose said he expects
the nominating committee to
come up with a preference,
but has heard "speculation"
that perhaps the Republicans
aught to wait until after the
May 25 presidential primary
to choose—and maybe until
after the Aug. 26 national
convention.
He said some who advocate
the delay cite the need to avoid
any Ford versus !Reagan
entanglements in selection of
a state chairman.
Former Gov. Louie Nunn,
now practicing law at
Lexington, seemingly has the
job if he wants it, but Coy said
Nunn recently told him he did
not think he would be
nobody has contacted turn available.
Larry Forgy, now prac-
ticing law at Louisville and a
former young star of the Nunn
administration, also is high on
the small list.
Others reportedly under
active consideration lately are
Huda Jones, an unsuccessful
candidate last year for
secretary of state, and Ohio
County Judge C. B. Embry,
former president of the
Kentucky Young Republicans.
The 64-member State
Central Conunittee makes the
final decision on the new
chairman, based on the
nominating._ ,carnrilitiee'
report.
The nominating group also
could suggest a delay, but Coy
said his early canvass in-
dicates the feeling someone
ought to be named chairman.
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Regular Nescafe'
Instant Coffee
in the red label.
Either way, we can sure please you.
Nescafe
Decaffeinated,
in the green label.
97% caffein free. -
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— A hearing is scheduled
Thursday on an application
for a national-bank charter in
Hopkinsville.
The Christian County seat
currently has two banks, and
another group just received





that the proposed Pennyrile
Citizens Bank had been ap-
proved.
At the same time, he denied
a request by a small
southeastern Christian County
bank—Peoples Bank of
Pembroke—to move its main
office to Hopkinsville.
Each group had opposed the
other's application. And both
applications were opposed by
Hopkinsville's existing
banks— First City Bank and
Trust Co. and Planters Bank
and Trust Co.
Each was also opposed by
the group seeking the
national-bank charter, and
John Chewning of Hopkin-
sville, attorney for that group,
has indicated the approval of
the Pennyrile Citizens Bank
may be appealed in court.
Williams announced his
decisions only 11 da) s after
hearings on the applications.
His last ruling on an ap-
plication for a new bank, in
Brandenburg, took nearly six
months af"er the hearing.
Chevr,iing contended the
quick approval was "ob-
viously- an effort to give the
Pennyrile Citizens Bank a
head start on the national-
bank group. The U.S. com-
ptroller of the currency has
scheduled a hearing Thursday
in Cleveland, Ohio, on that
application.
"It could have been in-
terpreted as that," Williams
said, but we did not have that
MISS 01.IR PlPtR?
Sobscrtloors lobo smolt not
roc•itosl timir boro•
botivoroil copy of Me
bloomy troboor & r.in by
530 p M000stry Friskoy or
lry 3.30 o so Sotordays
sr* wood to ail 753.1416
',two*. 5.30 p.m. sob 6
p.... Mosisbry -friary or
330 p.s. mit 4,.. Soto,
boys, to insets delivery of
tloo newsroom. Colts wort
be pieced loy us spook
blots or 4 p.m Sortorerstlii,
goortooto• eoliv•r/
in mind. . . we just learned
how to do them faster."
Last Friday was the final
day to file written arguments
concerning the Pennyrile
Citizens and Peoples Bank
applications, but Chewning
charged that Williams did not
allow the full time allotted.
Chewning said the law
requires that documents
postmarked Friday must be
considered, but,Willia,rna said
the documents were due in the
Banking and Securities
Department office by 4:30
p.m. closing time Friday.
Chewning said his group had
sent documents Friday by
certified mail, and would cite
the announcement of the
decision before their receipt
as an error if a court appeal of
the ruling is filed.
Williams, who planned to be
in Colorado this week at a
state banking supervisors'
convention, said he expected
his decisions to be appealed.
Work Being Done
On Cumberland
JAMESTOWN, Ky. (AP) —
The Army Corps of Engineers
is holding the level of Lake
Cumberland at about 43 feet
below normal this summer as
work continues on a two-foot-
thick concrete wall through
the middle of the 250-foot high
earth-filled portion of the
dam.
Joseph R. Turner, resident
engineer, says the work is
intended to permanently stop
leaks that were discovered
about eight years ago.
ICOS of America, a U.S.
subsidiary of an Italian firm,
holds the $49.9 million con-
tract for installing the con-
crete wall in the southern half
of the dam. Turner said the
entire project will take about
five years and cost some $100
million. The dam and power
plant were built for $80 million
in the 1940s,
FAMILY LOANS
WASHINGTON tAI)) — The
Mortgage Bankers Assn. of
America says single-family
loans reached a record volume
of 815 billion in 1975
It says this was 16 per cent
above the previous record of
813 3 billion set in 1972.
The state capitol at
Springfield, Ill., was construct-
ed of limestone between 1868
and 1887 at a cost of 84,000,000
5. 
• SENATOR111-
WM. I tit D. HUDDLESTON is shown with Mr acid s,Ars. L Ini ol Murrav
who visited the Senator's office during a recent trip to the 114i ion s capital.
Cashless, Checkless Society Is
Now Dream Of Some Bankers
DENVER AP — Bankers
who once talked of a cashless
society now are moving
toward what they hope will
become a checkless one.
The move toward an
electronic system of buying
and banking is already under
way in scattered areas of the
country, including Colorado,
Louisiana, Hawaii and Ohio.
Arizona is next on the list.
Some officials predict
higher prices for consumers
and higher profits for credit
card companies. Others are
concerned about possible
invasion of privacy and
complicated record keeping.
BankAmericard and Master
Charge, the two national bank
credit card associations, are
leading the campaign to do
away with cash and checks.
They are moving slowly,
however.
"You can't just walk out and
tell everybody, 'Tear up your
checks," said Charles Son-
nen, a Master Charge official.
"It would scare the hell out of
everybody."
BankAmericard is
introducing a blue, white and
gold card called Entree in
selected markets. A customer
presents his or her card to a
sales clerk, who relays the
card number to a
BankAmericard computer. If
the computer says the
customer's checking account
will over the purchase, a
sales slip is issued. A copy is
deposited in the merchant's
bank for payment and that




Darrell Overby: 10-speed bike from Spoke 8. Pedal.
Timmy Hendley; AM/FM Portable Radio from Big K, a harmonica
from Chuck's Music Center.
Wilson Simmons: Barbecue grill from Uncle Jeff's and a transistor
radio from TV Service Center.
Joel Klein: $10 gift certificate from Corn-Austin and a harmonica
from Chuck's Music Center.
Freddie Higgins: 10 free show tickets from Cheri-Capri Theatres and
transistor radio from TV Service Center.
Mike Tubers: Tennis racket from Roses Department Store.
Joe Glenn Walker: Two albums of choice from .18,B Music Center.
Johnny Carruthers: $10 gift certificate from the Gallery.
Tommy Curd: $10 gift certificate from Littleton's.
Tommy Thornton: Steak for two from Rudy's.
Martin Mattingly: Addidas jogging shoes from Dennison-Hunt Spor-
ting Goods Store.
All tee-shirts winners will receive their tee-shirts when they arrive.
You will be contacted by phone. All those listed above have won tee-
shirts. In addition, other tee-shirt winners are Leslie Klein, Eddie
Rogers, Mike Sykes, Terri McConnell, Marsha Robertson and Mike
Elkins.
Present ID & Contact Merchants for Prizes
We have collected $755.20 thus far. Thank you for
helping.
Mike Brandon, chairman -
J. D. Williams, co-chairman
to debit the account involved.
The customer must keep
track of the sales slips he
collects during the month. He
receives a monthly statement




Master Charge, is planning to
introduce a green and white
card called Signet next year.
In its early stages, it will serve
mainly as a national check-
cashing guarantee.
The new systems could
produce higher revenues for
the banks since they will be
permitted to charge fees to
merchants and cardholders.
The elimination of checks is
part of the move toward a
system called electronic funds
transfer. Under this system,
payments for purchases can
be made with a card inserted
in a computer terminal.
Pamphlet Helps Consumers
Choose Proper Cooling Unit
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Consumers trying to get a
head start on beating the
summer heat may find
themselves caught in a maze
of confusing ,terms and con-
flicting claims when shopping
for an air conditioner.
How big a unit should you
buy? Which one uses the least
energy? How much will it cost
to operate?
Manufacturers generally
suggest asking the dealer, who
then checks a cooling guide.
But consumers can do their
own checking with the help of
a free pamphlet -from the
National Bureau of Standards.
Air conditioning cooling
ability is measured by BTUs
— British Thermal Units. This
rating indicates the amount of
heat an air conditioner will
remove from a room each
hour. There is no firm rule
telling you how many BTUs
you will need for a particular
area.
In addition to room size, you
have to take into account the
place where you live, the
amount of sun, the number of
people who use the room, the
location of the area to be
cooled in relation to other air-
conditioned rooms and the
type of room involved.
The Bureau of Standards
booklet gives step-by-step
directions on choosing an air
conditioner. Charts explain
how many BTUs to add or
subtract for different factors.
Here's how the system works:
Suppose you live in Dallas
and want to cool a 12-by-15
kitchen-dining area. That's
180 square feet of floor space.
A chart in the booklet shows
that the unadjusted amount of
cooling needed for this area is
4,700 BTUs an hour.
Next look at the "climate
factor" for Dallas. It's 1.05,
indicating that Dallas is
warmer than average.
Multiply the 4,700 by 1.05 to get
4,935 BTUs an hour.
For every foot of wall that
adjoins another cooled room,
you subtract 30 BTUs. Assume
the 15-foot wall is next to the
cooled room and subtract 450
BTUs, bringing the amount of
cooling you will need down to
4,485 BTUs an hour.
Hew many people will use
the room? If fewer than two
will use it, subtract 600. More
than two? Add 600 BTUs for
every additional person. In
this case, since the kitchen
probably will be used by only
one person during peak
cooking periods, subtract the
600 BTUs. Finally, since the
room is a kitchen, add 4,000
BTUs. The total amount of
cooling you need is 7,885 BTUs
an hour so you should look for
models providing between
7,500 and 8,500 BTUs.
Once you have decided what
size air conditioner you want,
you should compare models to
see which gives you the
greatest amount of cooling for
the least energy.
Most manufacturers of
room air conditioners par-
ticipate in a voluntary
labeling program developed
by the Bureau of Standards to
provide a guide to energy
efficiency. New labeling
standards, required by law,
are in the works, but will not
be ready until next year.
The existing labels — the
ones you can expect to see this
summer — use a concept
known as the Energy
Efficiency Ratio or EER. It
tells how much cooling you get
for every watt of electricity
you use. The EER is obtained
by dividing .the number. . of
BTUs by the number of watts.
Suppose, for example, an air
conditioner has a capacity of
6,000 BTUs and takes 820 watts
to operate. The EER is 7.3.
The higher the EER, the more
efficient the model.
The energy guide label
developed by the Bureau of
Standards includes the EER
for the model in question, as
well as the number of BTUs
and wa'ts. It also includes the
range if EERs for similar
models.
The bureau's booklet on
picking the best air con-
ditioner and determining
approximate operating costs
is called, "Energy Efficiency
in Room Air Conditioners." It
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Crisco 3 lb 11"
Queen of Scot Coffee Creamer 16 oz 81'






Scot Lad Cheese Spread



































Del Monte Chunk Tuna
  Roll 1/89'























Duncan Hines Cake Mixes  






















Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON W23305
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Famik
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fallil
COUPON 061468
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
)UP(





























taw 57 1C33 tit 8j Clib 59 Si21 d 141 091 , II oz. Boz 58 15 oi Sol 73 OCle at 97 itati izt 3/S 1" 16 oz 2/99'
Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-7r Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76 Expires 5-18-76
Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At storey's Good only At Stor. • - ,00d Only At storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Cexxl Only Al Storey's Good Only At Storey's
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Brighten up . . accent .
any room in your home with.
beautiful swag or table lamps,






























Add a spot of com-
fort and a dash of
color with this 16 z
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Sale Wed. 12th thru Sunday 16th






These and 5 H. P. tillers
have fully adjustable
wheels up or down ad-
justable state with
swinging stablizer and 1












freezer for real old fashioned ice





Electric, heavy duty Motor.












lik• a 300 watt
beacon all night
Easy lo byre, sale
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handle. Adjustable heights. Great for those
Mark VI 22-inch grill, plated wire gird with 
liNow 








genuine redwood table and 1 '
f2
-.:3-:.
doors. Good li)olung, long






five blade jet prop, and






Quality one-half inch plastic
garden hose. Glossy green, 2-
ply opaque ribbed cover. 100%
vinyl with sdlid brass
couplings.
Like a mobile flower garden, the Plant Caddy
displays and easily moves up to 75 pounds of
plants and supplies per shelf to the sink for
watering or around the house or patio to
follow the sun. Rugged steel construction :or
both indoor and outdoor use makes the Plant
Caddy marvelously functional, yet strikingly
84NKASIERIC.SPD
GYM DANDY
GYM SET WITH SLIDE
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ONCE AMIN nit PRICE PATROL PROVO
VOW IS TIE MOONY PRICE LEADER
US GOV'T GRADED CHOICE
Rib Roast $148
US GOY( I GRADED CHOICE
Rib Steaks LB $158
ItlArEll SLICED SLICED AS CHOPS
Pork Loins L5 $129
„op. I Cho,* 11"'















Dog Chow 2S B1G $569
KROGER
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Spaghetti 54 201 $1
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noose and I lose
Steaks before "Felton
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U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE PORTERHOUSE
Steaks  TAIL-LESS LI. $168
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE, FAMILY KA
Cube Steaks LB 41"
LI S GOV T GRADED CHOICE
Sirloin Tip Steaksi8 $189













White tPotatoes5 'Is $1
KROGER
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U.S GOVT GRADED CHOICt
Sirloin Tip Roast ig $179
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE BONI t SS
Flank Steaks LB$ 1 79
Nod Ribs td 79c
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Army Corps Begins Study Of Flood
Control Methods For Powell County
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
With funds cut off for a
proposed dam on the Red
River in Powell County, the
Army Corps of Engineers has
begun a study of flood control
methods and alternative
water supplies for the area
that would have been solved
by the dam.
Congress recently withdrew
its approval of more than 81
million in federal funds for
planning of the controversial
dam, but authorized a $150,000
appropriation for a study of
alternatives.
The corps had proposed
construction of a darn for
purposes of flood control,
water supply and recreation,
but came under heavy fire
from conservation groups,
area residents and others.
Shortly after Gov. Julian
Carroll announced his op-
position to the dam, it was
relegated to "inactive" status
by the Army engineers.
This time the corps wants to
get as much public in-
volvement in the project as
possible.
"We're trying to get citizen
input at the beginning of
planning," said Rosie Manclia,
a spokesman for the corps'
urban studies program, which
is doing the water supply
study.
She said public protests
have frequently been directed
at corps projects after they
are already well underway,
and that several have been
deauthorized by Congress.
In response, she said,
"we're trying to catch public
feelings (about this project)
before it gets too far along."
The corps wants to make it
cleat that' by studying
alternative means of flood
control and water supply, it is
not intending to reopen the
Red River Dam project.
"I want to emphasize that
this is not another look at the
Red River lake project," said
Col. James Ellis, the corps'
Louisville District engineer.
"It is an investigation to
solve flood problems at Oat
City and Stanton and water
supply needs in the Kentucky
River basin.
"Those problems were not
swept away with the with-
drawal of funds for the dam,"
he said.
Martin Pedigo, public
relations officer for the corps
in Louisville, commented,
"we're trying to make it
absolutely clear we're not
looking at the dam."
l'he corps is trying to
determine whether there is a
critical need for an additional
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water supply for Lexington
and surrounding counties.
Pedigo said there are
indications Lexington could
face a water crisis because it
is growing so fast.
The Army corps always
acknowledged there were
alternatives to building a dam
on the Red River, but said a
dam would be the cheapest
and most effective method of
flood control and would serve
as a water supply.
Such an argument is
commonly known as a
favorable cost-benefit ratio.
Pedigo said in the current
studies the corps will not focus
so heavily on the cost-benefit
ratios of the various alter-
natives.
Miss Mancha said alter-
native water supply measures
under consideration include a
restructuring of the way water
is priced, so that those who use
more would pay more per
gallon used. That would go
hand in hand with con-
servation education, she said.
Other alternatives include
recycling commercial waste
water within a community;
transfer of water within a
river basin; use of water-
saving faucets and toilets, and
preventing leakage loss.
"Right now we're just
getting ideas," she said.
Among the flood control
alternatives to construction of






Pedigo said the corps will
submit separate reports to
Congress on flood control and
water supply alternatives
within about a year.
River Wedding
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
She's from Indiana and he's
from Kentucky and they
couldn't decide which state to
get married in. So they
compromised.
Since the Ohio River divides
the two states, it wasn't easy
for Marvetta Budhoo of
Sellersburg, Ind., and Otha
Tunget of Louisville, Ky., to
find a wedding site, but they
did.
They got married in the
middle of the Clark Memorial
Bridge, which spans the river
at Louisville.
"This is what's known as
taking the plunge," said one
relative present at the
ceremony Saturday.
"I told him I'd go halfway on
anything," said Marvetta, 31.
"People are getting married
in canyons, on skis, un-
derwater . just
everywhere," Tunget said.
"We decided why not in the
middle of the bridge."
They said there was
another, deeper reason for
holding the ceremony on the
bridge.
Each had been married
before and they said the Clark
Bridge provided a symbol of
strength—and they said they









two out-of-state educators for
the school's presidency.
The committee recom-
mends that the board of
regents screening committee
limit consideration to Dr.
Thomas O'Connell. president
of Berkshire Community
College, Pittsfield, Mass., and
Dr. Charles 0. Burgess, vice
president for academic af-
fairs, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Va.
NICSC has been searching
for a new president since Dr.
Frank Steely resigned last
September. The faculty-
student group meets Thursday
night with the four-member
regents screening committee.
time, one that would last.
The couple checked with
police before the ceremony to
see if their plans would in-
terfere with traffic.
"The police said the
problem had never come up
before, but they told us to go
ahead," said Tunget, a 32-
year-old construction worker.
The 1.1-mile bridge
provided a long wedding aisle
for the bride and her four-
member party.
They left the Indiana side as
the groom left the kentucky
side with his party of five.
Marvetta's mother, two
sisters and other escorts sang
"Bridge Over Troubled
Waters" as they walked with
her up the gradual slope
toward the center of the
bridge.
The couple met at the
center, and the Rev. Charles
Elliott of the King Solomon
Baptist Church performed the
ceremony as pleasure boats
cut through the water beneath
the bridge.
As this bridge stands, this
couple will stand," Elliott
said, and he pronounced the
two man and wife.
Forestry Division
Selling Seedlings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
The Kentucky Forestry
Division has sold about 9
million tree seedlings in the
last six months — an increase
of more than one million over
the same period last year —
according to a state forestry
official.
Harry Nadler, director of
the Forestry Division of the
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection, said prices paid by
private landowners ranged
from 815 to $25 per thousand
seedlings, depending on the
species.
He added that the program
is important because it means
that idle barren land will be
reforested and understocked
woodlands will be reinforced.
Mecca is the holy city of Is-
lam, which is the religion of the
Moslem pes:ple
Starting in 1861. Maryland
was under military rule during
the war between the states
Conrad's Piano's
and Organs
Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky. Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
Remember this date. . .
Wednesday, May 12th
Visit Conrad's in the
Paducah Mall
THE WINNER OF THE FREE
LOWREY ORGAN
will be announced at 9p. m.
Other Free Prizes Phis Door Prizes
Also Enjoy A
MINI CONCERT
Presented by Mr. Lanny Davis
(Mr. Davis, our Lowrey Representative
will be playing "Our" Favorite Tunes
From 8 :30 til 9 p. m. on- this grand occasion.)
Bring Your Family and Friends
It WM Be a "Great tight For AN"
DIETETICS INTERNSHIP—Margaret Watkins (right) of
Hayti, Mo., a senior dietetics major in the home
economics program at Murray State University, has
been awarded a one-year dietetics internship at
Presbyterian Hospital in Dallas. Texas, beginning in Sep-
tember. She is shown with Dr. Alta Presson, professor of
home economics and head of the dietetics program, as
they study the details of her internship notification la'
ter. Miss Watkins, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. LS.
Watkins , Jr., of Hayti, will be graduated Cum Laude May
8 at Murray State. Dietetics internships, pad of the
preparation to become a registered dietitian, are awar-
ded on a competitive basis, with about 10 applicants for
each available internship across the countra
Car Thefts Rising; Number
Recovered Declining In State
FRANKFURT, Ky. (AP) —
Car thefts are on the rise in
Kentucky but the percentage
of stolen autos recovered by
police is declining, a Kentucky
State Police official says.
Lt. Richard McQuown,
commander of the state police
auto theft unit, said recently
that about 10,000 cars are
stolen each year in Kentucky.
The recovery rate for all
law enforcement agencies
declined from about 84 per
cent in 1974 to about 80 per
cent in 1975, McQuown said.
This year, law enforcement
agencies probably will
recover fewer than 80 per cent
of the autos stolen an the state,
he said.
McQuown said he had
records of 12,000 unrecovered
vehicles over the past five
years and added, "It's the
expensive ones that we're not
getting back."
The average value of a
stolen vehicle is $1,200 to
$1,400, he said, "but the value
of the vehicles we don't get
back is $3,000 and up."
McQuown said that's
because professional theft
rings concentrate on the ex-
pensive cars, which they sell
as parts or take out of the
state.
Ten or 12 such rings may be
operating in Kentucky, he
said, and state police are
taking steps to combat these
operations.
One step is urging
legislation to modify Ken-
tucky's outdated vehicle
registration system.
"Kentucky's dead last in
being a non-title state," he
said, and this helps car thieves
by making it easier to register
a stolen vehicle.
"Kentucky is a quick and
easy state. . . you hand some
kind of ownership document to
a girl and she hands you back
a negotiable document," he
said.
McQuown said state police
are considering asking Gov.
Julian Carroll to include
legislation to change this in his.
call for a special General
Assembly session later this
year.
The other step, he said, is an
incentive program for state
police to crack down on car
thieves.
The "Screaming Eagle"
program, sponsored by the
Independent Insurance
Agents of Kentucky, is a
contest to see which state
police officer can recover the
most stolen vehicles and
arrest the most car thieves.
Trooper Kenneth Rigdon of
the Elizabethtown post won
last year's prize—a trip to
This year, McQuown said,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) at
The U.S. Department isr
Agriculture has revised ai
estimate of Kentucky's wand':
wheat crop downward'





that Kentucky's 1976 crop wjk:
be 11.2 million bushels, dowslit
per cent from 1975.
James M. Koepper;
statistician in charge, ex-
plained that dry weather cart
cause much of the wheat to
produce fewer grains than
usual. He also said it appears
about 5 per cent of the state's
winter wheat has been
damaged by late frosts.
Construction of Iowa's capitol-'
started in 1873 and it was
opened for its first legislative
session in 18114 Interior wall
decorations include 29 kinds of .
marble and wood paneling.
Send for your
$2 Bill when you
buy any four
of these produ











































$2.00 Bill Refund Offer
,s GOOD FROM MAY 10, 1976 to WIN 14, 1976
BUY 4 of 8 participating products, any size. 11] product purchased and note retail price paid. Include your
cash register receiposi with purchase price circled and pniots of purchase as indicated.
0 Lysol. Brand ISIsinfeciant -
I &yak off front label i
o Lyeetwasarny S 




0 Lysol' toilet Bowl Cleaner S 
ICode No. from bottom of bottle t
0 Lysol° Illasia/Tuballe
Code No. from bottom of package I
0 Lysol. Pleodostelese Mann $
ISoak off front label I
0 Mar (.2o• 
Soak tiff front label,
0 Weil Owes • 70 Cr
Soak off front label
0 Lysol* Powdered Clessier $ 
I Price spot from top of package
MAIL Ali. TO:11AF SLIM Bill REFUNI) OFFER. PO. BOX NB 245,1) Paso, TM/ 79,77




Ankildma Offer irood only mU S A Vood where prollehrted 1.41, a,. trkk I rrf und pen name or address This emit-scale rnsty









VAG& 22 NE MURRAY, Ky , LIDCAR L TIMIS Wednesday May 12 4176
LIPTON•INSTANT 24 oz.T EA WITH WITH LEMON
AND SUGAR






with MEAT 1601. 
69'
55'
IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS
MOORE'S
ONION RINGS 16 oz. - - - - 79c
NABISCO.









FAMILY PAK OF 5 LB. pgrk.





























MILTS CORN 12 oz.








CHEF BOY AR DEE•17 OL
PIZZA PEPPERONI




































Prices Good Thru Tuesday, May 18, 1976.
FRYER PARTS SALE • • •
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